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Eternal Lives Revisited
I will present an article based on JJ Dewey's posts from a book called "Eternal Lives", which is available on the
Internet at http://www.freeread.com/archives/1547.html. Also post 1560 and 1563. These are selected chapters
from his book "Eternal Lives".
These posts were originally part of a series which Dewey wrote in 1978, addressed to the members of the LDS
church to convince them of the truth and evidence of the doctrine of reincarnation.

Introduction
I would like to elaborate on some of the points made in these chapters, though not from the standpoint of
reincarnation, although these chapters do present evidence for this belief, and there is there is already plenty of
solid evidence in other scriptural sources to support this belief.
Instead, I will present evidence to correct the mistaken notion that certain keys of the priesthood and kingdom
of heaven were allegedly given exclusively to Joseph Smith. I will try to correct the human tendency to set him
up as something more than whom or what he actually was, and the twin tendency to denigrate the rest of us
mortals to something less than whom or what we actually are. I hope to bring to light writings which the reader
might not be familiar with, as well as add some insights which, to my knowledge, are not presented anywhere
else.
In these writings Dewey's aim is to establish to the LDS mindset of 1978 the viability of reincarnation as a true
principle, using a familiar character, about whom much had been written, and who is known and widely
respected by the LDS. My problem is not so much his writing, but the use to which his writing has been put.
Instead of using this writing simply to establish the truth of reincarnation in the minds of Mormons, many exMormons in their earnest search for truth outside their religion are still following the old LDS tendency to make
a demi-God out of Joseph Smith and attribute keys, powers, and missions which he did not uniquely, or
absolutely possess.
A Tibetan master once stated that true humility it to know one's place on the path and to act accordingly. JJ has
taught that if our concept of the Christ is more than what he truly is, or less than what he truly is, then we will
be subject to illusion. The same principle applies when we seek to know any person, whether it be ourselves,
Jesus Christ, or Joseph Smith. We must know him for who he is: no more, and no less.
The same promises given to Joseph Smith were also given to others, who were called to serve God down
through the ages. And these promises were not given unconditionally, but were always given by a covenant,
which is, by its very nature, conditioned upon faithfulness.

Guiding Principles
There is hardly a person alive who doesn't claim to be seeking truth. Truth is knowledge of things as they really
are, as they really were, and as they really will be. There are different levels to knowing a thing. That is, we each
use different means to discover truth and to make decisions about truth. Some people are polarized in their
emotions and accept truth because it feels good to them. Others, with a higher consciousness, use mental logic
and reasoning to discover truth. While others, with a still higher consciousness, use the principles of revelation
and intuition to apprehend truth. A truly balanced person understands that he must approach knowledge on
each of these levels; that each of these levels must be aligned with the other; that the higher must always
control the lower.
A wise seeker also knows, as the prophet Moroni and the Apostle James, admonish us, that the search for truth
must be done with pure intent, nothing wavering. Christ taught this principle when he taught the greatest
commandment was to love God with all our heart (emotions), soul (spirit), strength (body), and mind (Luke
10:27) Desire and pure intent is key.
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JJ teaches us in approaching truth through the astral or emotional body, "A desire for the truth leads us away
from illusion whereas a desire to have our needs fulfilled takes us to illusion."
http://www.freeread.com/archives/1726.html. By the same token, in approaching truth through the mind
through logic and reasoning, having a desire for a specific outcome, before stepping completely through the
reasoning process, also leads us to illusion. But, searching for truth by starting fresh with logic and reasoning,
based on known true beliefs and principles, leads us in the direction of truth. The difference in each case is that
we are willing to follow wherever truth leads us, and we are not attached to a result beforehand. But, even the
mind, by itself, is "the slayer of the real", and it can't completely lead the seeker out of illusion without intuition,
or in other words, revelation.
While we should use our hearts and minds, in addition to the Spirit, in discerning truth, our minds cannot come
to correct conclusions based on incomplete or incorrect data. My goal is to help us come to correct conclusions
by supplying missing data.
As I read these articles and the scriptural quotes by JJ Dewey, I marveled at his insights and his ability to find
things in the scriptures that I had never seen before. But, after following all the references, I found that in many
cases, the reason I never saw them before is because they simply weren't there. I don't say this to take away
from JJ's ability to teach us things we never knew before -- and that "right out of our own Bibles", as the Dutch
pastor once exclaimed to the young missionary, LeGrand Richards, but as JJ says, we need to pursue truth
wherever it may lead us. The truth is not found by readers taking partial quotes out of context and twisting them
to mean something that Dewey never intended.

Behold, It is Given to Many
I will also demonstrate that the keys, rights, privileges, and knowledge given to Joseph Smith during his lifetime
and prophesied as yet to be given at some point in the future, while demonstrating the need for multiple
lifetimes, should not be seen as belonging to exclusively to him. Indeed, many of the keys he received are held
jointly by all who receive a dispensation of the Gospel, and some are available to all who diligently seek for
them.
While Joseph Smith may have beheld, understood, and taught many mysteries of the kingdom, he also revealed
the means by which each person may come to know these mysteries for themselves.
Alma tells us in Chapter 12 of the Book of Alma:
"It is given unto many to know the mysteries of God; nevertheless they are laid under a strict command that they shall not
impart only according to the portion of his word which he doth grant unto the children of men, according to the heed and
diligence which they give unto him.
"And therefore, he that will harden his heart, the same receiveth the lesser portion of the word; and he that will not harden his
heart, to him is given the greater portion of the word, until it is given unto him to know the mysteries of God until he knows
them in full.
"And they that will harden their hearts, to them is given the lesser portion of the word until they know nothing concerning his
mysteries; and then they are taken captive by the devil, and led by his will down to destruction. Now this is what is meant by
the chains of hell." (Alma 12: 9_11)

Stages in Learning Truth
An important aspect in learning truth is not only what we learn, but how we learn. We have already discussed
learning truth through the emotions, mind, and spirit. But, in the process of learning truth, we also grow through
various stages of learning. These stages can slowly take place over a series of lifetimes, or we can rapidly
accelerate through them in one lifetime.
In the beginning, we may learn through a strong teacher or authority figure. There is little room to question, or
for outside, original thought. First the basic lesson must be mastered, and a discipline must be acquired.
The next stage of learning truth is to learn by faith from a teacher who knows. As the scripture says: "Faith
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cometh by hearing." If we do not develop this ability, a further knowledge of the mysteries of the kingdom will
simply not be available to us.
"Behold, if they will not believe my words, they would not believe you, my servant Joseph, if it were possible
that you should show them all these things which I have committed unto you." D&C 5:7
During this stage, we should begin to ask questions of the teacher and do some exploring on our own. During
this stage, our emotions and mind should be fully engaged in the search for truth. If the teacher is a true
teacher, he will also teach the principles of obtaining higher knowledge through the intuition or revelation. A
true teacher will not sit in the gate and block the way into the kingdom, but he will be in the process of entering
the kingdom himself, and will allow his students to enter the kingdom, even if it so means that they will enter
the kingdom before him, while he remains to assist others.
A true teacher will also recognize when a student has grown past what he has to teach, and urges him to seek
out a greater teacher. This is often difficult for a teacher to do, so the responsibility falls upon the student,
himself, to determine which of stage of learning he is in, and to "graduate" himself. Many have left the LDS
church seeking greater light and knowledge elsewhere, and have often gone from teacher to teacher in their
quest for greater light. An institution or a teacher who condemns a student for seeking greater light outside of
their organization or group isn't truly dedicated to pursuing the truth at all costs, but is more focused on its own
status and preservation.
Sometime, during this second phase of learning, the student comes to the realization that he can no longer live
on the second-hand knowledge of the teacher, but he must have first-hand knowledge.
The true teacher teaches that the student can know and shows the student how he can know. But, the true
motivation to know can only come from the student, when he realizes that he must know.
Eventually, the student realizes that he the quest for eternal truth is far more than a part-time diversion, or
winning an argument in an Internet chat room. He realizes that his eternal life, our civilization, and the entire
planet are affected. The student realizes that he is required to know.
"The more sure word of prophecy means a man's knowing that he is sealed up unto eternal life, by revelation
and the spirit of prophecy, through the power of the Holy Priesthood. It is impossible for a man to be saved in
ignorance." D&C 131:5-6
In ignorance of what? In ignorance of the knowledge that the person is sealed up unto eternal life, "by
revelation and the spirit of prophecy". But, salvation is an ongoing process. When the student reaches one
plateau of achievement, even higher plateaus open to his view.
"I have always stressed that the most important principle I teach is soul contact - that all of us have the Spirit of
God within us that communes with us through the soul and that all of us have equal opportunity to discover the
truth through the soul." http://www.freeread.com/archives/1660.html
"The Christ is the Master of the kingdom of the soul for soul is the medium of the Christ principle.
Soul contact is the door that brings us to the Oneness Principle that I have often mentioned. When the door is
open and the seeker enters in he becomes one in the body of the soul and two or more who dwell beyond this
door together will see the same vision." http://www.freeread.com/archives/1664.html
This knowledge must be available to all, otherwise God is not a just God, and is a respecter of persons.
"But great and marvelous are the works of the Lord, and the mysteries of his kingdom which he showed unto us, which surpass
all understanding in glory, and in might, and in dominion; Which he commanded us we should not write while we were yet in
the Spirit, and are not lawful for man to utter; Neither is man capable to make them known, for they are only to be seen and
understood by the power of the Holy Spirit, which God bestows on those who love him, and purify themselves before him;To
whom he grants this privilege of seeing and knowing for themselves; That through the power and manifestation of the Spirit,
while in the flesh, they may be able to bear his presence in the world of glory." D&C 76:115-118
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The most important "mystery" of the kingdom which Joseph Smith revealed, and which most would not have
discovered for themselves is the principle of individual revelation. He showed (1) that such a principle exists; (2)
man may obtain such revelation for himself; and (3) man must obtain such revelation for himself. Joseph also
taught the principles which govern the principle of personal revelation.
"Verily, thus saith the Lord: It shall come to pass that every soul who forsaketh his sins and cometh unto me, and
calleth on my name, and obeyeth my voice, and keepeth my commandments, shall see my face and know that I
am;" (D&C 93:1)
Or, more correctly stated, Joseph Smith gave us verbal and written material enough to get us started down the
path, and once we are on the path, we learn more about revelation through the actual means of revelation.
"There is a law, irrevocably decreed in heaven before the foundations of this world, upon which all blessings are
predicated-- And when we obtain any blessing from God, it is by obedience to that law upon which it is
predicated." D&C 130:20-21
God is a god of law. He works through universal principles which apply to one and all. Joseph Smith taught that
for him who has the keys of revelation, there is no problem in learning the mysteries of God. He was also
instructed to show unto Hyrum the keys by which he may "ask and receive". D&C 124:95
"And again, verily I say unto you that it is your privilege, and a promise I give unto you that have been ordained unto this
ministry, that inasmuch as you strip yourselves from jealousies and fears, and humble yourselves before me, for ye are not
sufficiently humble, the veil shall be rent and you shall see me and know that I am--not with the carnal neither natural mind,
but with the spiritual.
"For no man has seen God at any time in the flesh, except quickened by the Spirit of God. Neither can any natural man abide
the presence of God, neither after the carnal mind.
"Ye are not able to abide the presence of God now, neither the ministering of angels; wherefore, continue in patience until ye
are perfected.
"Let not your minds turn back; and when ye are worthy, in mine own due time, ye shall see and know that which was conferred
upon you by the hands of my servant Joseph Smith, Jun. " D&C 67:10-14

Here are a few more quotations from Joseph Smith, himself, to help us keep his life and our own possibilities in
perspective. God can and will teach us as soon as we demonstrate that we are ready and willing to learn.
Furthermore, God holds us accountable for the use we make of the knowledge we receive.


"I do not want you to think that I am very righteous, for I am not. God judges men according to the use
they make of the light which He gives them. " Joseph Smith (DHC 5:401)



"The Lord deals with this people as a tender parent with a child, communicating light and intelligence and
the knowledge of his ways as they can bear it. The inhabitants of the earth are asleep: they know not the
day of their visitation." Joseph Smith (DHC 5:402)



"Salvation is for a man to be saved from all his enemies; for until a man can triumph over death, he is not
saved. A knowledge of the priesthood alone will do this." Joseph Smith ( DHC 5:403)

Priesthood, Authority, Power, and Keys
As a further introduction, before diving head first into the subject, here is an introduction from JJ about what
exactly what Priesthood is, what constitutes the Priesthood, and what constitutes authority in the Priesthood,
and perhaps most important, how does one obtain power in the Priesthood. Also answered is the question of
the roles of specific individuals prophesied to come forth in the latter days, having specific keys and specific
callings.
According to the scriptures, what happens if you have the priesthood? Here it says, "In the greater priesthood is ministereth the
Gospel and holdeth the key to the mysteries of the kingdom even the key of the knowledge of God." So if a person really does
hold the priesthood he's going to have the key to the mysteries and the key to the knowledge of God. I've met a lot of people
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who claim to have the priesthood but I haven't met anyone with the knowledge of God. Most of these people who claim the
priesthood shy away from any new knowledge. They think new knowledge is bad. Many of the churches push out people who
attempt to find out the mind of God.
We're told the priesthood is eternal; it has no beginning and no end. That it's an order after the Order of the Son of God and it's
a key to the knowledge of God and it's used by ordinances. Now, what's an ordinance? An ordinance is symbol of something in
Heaven represented on Earth. Let's put all these things together.
What is the principle behind the Son of God? The principle behind the Son is the soul. The soul is the door to the spirit; the door
that you open from Earth to Heaven, which is the Soul. Soul contact is the key to the priesthood. It's the key that opens the
door so that you can have contact with the Holy Father, so to speak. So what is the key to the knowledge of God? The key to
the knowledge of God is the Soul. The Soul is the symbol of the Son. The Son is the mediator between God and man; the Soul is
the mediator between spirit and matter. So the key to the knowledge of God is the Soul; soul contact.
We're told that he in the priesthood has the key to the mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven. Again, soul contact is that key.
Without soul contact and establishing communion with the Holy Spirit through the soul there is no key to the mysteries of the
Kingdom of God revealed to you or anyone else. It's all dependent upon obtaining the Holy Spirit.
It is written, "The rights of the priesthood are inseparably connected with the power of Heaven and the powers of Heaven
cannot be controlled only handled under the principle of righteousness."
"Inseparably connected with the powers of Heaven". And how are the powers of Heaven contacted? They're contacted through
soul contact. Communing with the Soul and getting in touch with the Holy Spirit is the key to communing with the powers of
Heaven. It's the only key there is.
"It is said that we will lose a connection to the powers of Heaven, any power to use any priesthood when we use our authority
to compel the souls of men in any degree of unrighteousness." So what happens when a person seeks to compel the souls of
men? A veil is drawn between him and his soul so soul contact comes to a screeching halt. When soul contact comes to a halt
so does any spiritual authority of that man. He has no connection to the powers of Heaven any longer. It doesn't matter who
ordained him or how many people proclaim him as prophet, priest or king. His priesthood comes to an end. So the true key to
the priesthood is soul contact.
Then what is all the writing about why have different religions in the past had ordinations to the priesthood? Can you ordain
somebody to have soul contact? The answer is this. The Brotherhood of Light has often worked, in the past, through physical
ordinances and representatives here upon the Earth. When they decided to do this they have called and ordained various
representatives like in the times of Moses. In the times of Joseph Smith they did this. But right now we've reached a point
where it seems to be that those who have any power from God are those who have soul contact whether they've been
ordained or not. It doesn't seem to make a lot of difference because people who have soul contact will have power and
authority from God and people who have no soul contact, whether or not they've received a physical ordination, will have no
power from God.
Now, as far as obtaining the power of God, we on our own can go only so far in our present state of consciousness. This is why
we all have to help each other. The power of the Christ is to lend a helping hand to those who have not progressed as far as us
and pulling them up. This is one of the purposes of the priesthood as given throughout history.

[Commentary inserted by JRC.] One of the purposes of priesthood as given throughout history is not only
to enlighten the consciousness, but to expand consciousness. A knowledge of the truth, obtained
through hearing and applying the words of God, gives a man the power to rise out of his illusion and
ignorance. He has more power because he now sees choices he never saw before, and he is able to act
on those choices.
Certain people are selected as teachers and priests to pull others up to where they are. Certain orders have been instituted on
the earth at various times and they usually become corrupted within a short time after they're instituted. It's happened time
after time but for short periods of time throughout the Earth's history various orders have been set up and have been very
beneficial and helpful to mankind. An example of a corrupt priesthood is the authorities who crucified Christ and held the mock
trial for Him. In their so-called priesthood authority they condemned Him to death. Of course there was an end to their
priesthood when that happened.

[Commentary inserted by JRC.] In the 23rd chapter of Matthew, Christ gave us the greatest indictment
against false teachers of any age: they "shut up the kingdom of heaven against men". They "neither go
in themselves, neither suffer them that are entering to go in". (Matt. 23:13) Their methods for
accomplishing this are many and varied. It would take another paper this size to discuss all of their
methods in full. But this paper focuses on one of these deceptions namely, to set up an authority or a
teacher figure so high and unreachable, that he is unapproachable by average humanity. God's will is
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that all come to Him and be saved, but these false teachers sit at the gate to the kingdom and block
entrance to the sincere seeker.
So right now the thing to be concerned about isn't who has or doesn't have the priesthood. The thing to be concerned with is
who has or doesn't have soul contact. If you have soul contact, you will have as much power as any king or priest upon the
Earth. There may come a time in the future when the Brotherhood decides a specific work has to be done and they may call
an individual or a number of individuals and give them some sort of rod of power representing the authority of the
Brotherhood to go forth and do some monumental work. Until we hear otherwise, our duty is to merely pursue the highest
we know. Seek communion with the soul and in this way when you have communion with the soul, you have authority to
proceed and do whatever the Holy Spirit tells you. (Emphasis mine) Excerpts from

http://www.freeread.com/archives/1699.html:

Eternal Lives -- Chapter 10
Given that introduction, there is much food for thought here, and when additional evidence is provided will yield
even more truth.

Promises that could not be fulfilled in one lifetime
When the first quorum of twelve Apostles was set apart, many promises were made which
were not fulfilled in their lifetime. I would venture to say that less than half of them came
to pass during their lives. Here are some examples:
Lyman E. Johnson was promised that "He shall see the Savior come and stand upon the earth
with power and great glory." [Documentary History of the Church (DHC) Vol. 2; pg 188]
Heber C. Kimball was promised that "He may stand unto the coming of our Lord, and receive
a crown in the Kingdom of our God; that he be made acquainted with the day when Christ
shall come; that he shall be made perfect in faith; and that the deaf shall hear, the lame
shall walk, the blind shall see, and greater things than these shall he do." (DHC Vol. 2;
pg 189)
Orson Hyde was promised "That he may stand upon the earth and bring souls till Christ
comes. We know that he loves thee O, Lord and may this Thy servant be able to walk
through pestilence and not be harmed; and the powers of darkness have no ascendancy over
him; may he have the power to smite the earth with pestilence, to divide the waters, and
lead through the Saints; may he go from land to land and from sea to sea, and may he be
like one of the three Nephites." (DHC Vol. 2 pg. 190)
David W. Patten was blessed "That he may go to the Nations and isles afar
off." (DHC Vol. 2; pg. 190) Actually, he was shot in Missouri before he could fulfill that
blessing. Also none of the above lived to see the Savior come in his glory for that day has not
yet arrived and all the original twelve are now in their graves. Orson Hyde was never like
one of the three Nephites and he never divided the waters.
William Smith was also blessed that "He shall be preserved and REMAIN on the earth until
Christ shall come to take vengeance on the wicked." (DHC Vol. 2; pg. 191)
John F. Boynton was blessed thusly: "Thou shalt stand in that day of calamity when the
wicked shall be consumed, and present unto thy father, spotless, the fruits of thy labor.
Thou shalt overcome all the evils that are in the world." (DHC Vol. 2; pg. 191)
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Parley P. Pratt was promised: "You shall see a NATION born in a day." (DHC Vol. 2; pg. 193)
Parley, of course died without seeing any such nation.
Was this promise in vain? Were all the above promises the babblings of a false prophet?
While it is true that human error has to always be considered, it is also true that all of these
promises can yet be fulfilled, for many of the early saints are upon the earth once more and
their inner souls hunger for the day when these promises can truly be fulfilled.

The Early Twelve Were Called by the Three Witnesses
If you check the above references in DHC (Documented History of the Church), and read the entire section, you
see that these blessings were not given by Joseph Smith, but through the Three Witnesses acting as "mouth",
pronouncing these prophetic utterances upon the heads of the Twelve. This was done pursuant to the
commandment given. The Lord, addressing Oliver Cowdery and David Whitmer, said: "And now, behold, I give
unto you Oliver Cowdery, and also unto David Whitmer, that you shall search out the Twelve, who shall have the
desires of which I have spoken." D&C 18:37
These blessings sound as if they came from the mouth of Joseph Smith, but instead they came from the mouths
of those who were called and empowered with the authority to recognize the apostolic mantle as is rested upon
the shoulders of those whom the Lord had already called with this calling.
President Joseph Smith, Jun., said that the first business of the meeting was, for the Three Witnesses of the Book of Mormon,
to pray each one, and then proceed to choose twelve men from the Church, as Apostles, to go to all nations, kindreds, tongues,
and people.
The Three Witnesses, viz., Oliver Cowdery, David Whitmer, and Martin Harris, united in prayer.
These Three Witnesses were then blessed by the laying on of the hands of the Presidency.
The Witnesses then, according to a former commandment, proceeded to make choice of the Twelve. Their names are as
follows:
1. Lyman E. Johnson
2. Brigham Young
3. Heber C. Kimball
4. Orson Hyde
5. David W. Patten
6. Luke S. Johnson
7. William E. M'Lellin
8. John F. Boynton
9. Orson Pratt
10. William Smith
11. Thomas P. Marsh
12. Parley P. Pratt
Lyman E. Johnson, Brigham Young and Heber C. Kimball came forward; and the Three Witnesses laid their hands upon each
one's head and prayed, separately. President Cowdery then called forward Orson Hyde, David W. Patten and Luke Johnson,
and proceeded to their ordinations and blessings. DHC 1:186-189
Much interest has been manifested in the Church concerning who was mouth in ordaining respectively the brethren of the first
Twelve. Most likely the Three Witnesses who ordained the Apostles were mouth in the order in which they have always stood
as Witnesses, viz., Oliver Cowdery first, David Whitmer second, and Martin Harris third. If they officiated in this order then
Oliver Cowdery ordained Lyman E. Johnson; David Whitmer, Brigham Young; and Martin Harris, Heber C. Kimball. It has been
suggested by some that the Prophet Joseph may have joined the Three Witnesses in ordaining the Twelve, and in that event
would be mouth first, and therefore ordained Lyman E. Johnson, leaving Oliver Cowdery to ordain Brigham Young, David
Whitmer, Heber C. Kimball. This, however, is not likely since but three of those who had been chosen were called up at the
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above meeting to be ordained, one for each Witness.
Besides, the express language of the minutes of the proceedings is, "The Three Witnesses laid their hands upon each one's head
and prayed separately; that is each ordained his man. The statement of Heber C. Kimball in the published extracts of his journal,
also confirms this view of the matter. After giving the names of the Twelve men chosen he says: "After having expressed our
feeling on this occasion, we were severally called into the stand, and there received our ordinations, under the hand of Oliver
Cowdery, David Whitmer, and Martin Harris. These brethren ordained us to the Apostleship, and predicted many things which
should come to pass, that we should have power to heal the sick, cast out devils, raise the dead, give sight to the blind, have
power to remove mountains, and all things should be subject to us through the name of Jesus Christ, and angels should
minister unto us, and many more things, too numerous to mention."
He also adds the following interesting item with reference to the ordinations of that day: "After we [referring to the first three
called up to receive ordination] had been thus ordained by these brethren, the First Presidency laid their hands on us and
confirmed these blessings and ordinations, and likewise predicted many things which should come to pass." (Times and
Seasons, vol. 6, p. 868). While these statements make it very clear that the Prophet Joseph did not join with the Three
Witnesses in ordaining the Apostles -- except in the way of confirming the ordination they received from the Witnesses, as
described by Elder Kimball -- the minutes of the meeting held February 21st, at which Parley P. Pratt was ordained, state that
he was "ordained one of the Twelve by President Joseph Smith, Jun., David Whitmer, and Oliver Cowdery." Martin Harris must
have been absent, and the Prophet evidently joined Oliver Cowdery and David Whitmer on that occasion because of the
absence of Harris; but whether or not the Prophet was mouth on that occasion does not appear in the minutes or in Elder
Pratt's autobiography. (DHC 2:200)

As Church members, we know or hear little of the actual words or deeds of Oliver Cowdery. Here is his charge to
the Twelve after their ordination. His words give evidence that he was not repeating mindless platitudes, but
spoke from actual experience and knowledge gained through soul contact.
Charge to the Twelve given by Oliver Cowdery
Oliver Cowdery, the Associate President of the Church, who held the keys of the kingdom jointly with the Prophet Joseph
Smith, having received them from holy angels sent to earth for that very purpose, was appointed to give the apostolic charge
to the first quorum of apostles called in this dispensation. Speaking by the spirit of inspiration and by virtue of visions he had
received, Elder Cowdery set forth, in the spirit of pure inspiration, the nature of the apostolic office and what is expected of
those who hold it. We shall quote those portions of his charge which deal with the obligation that rests upon all members of
the Council of the Twelve to see the face of Him whose witnesses they are.
"The ancients . . . had this testimony -- that they had seen the Savior after he rose from the dead. You must bear the same
testimony; or your mission, your labor, your toil, will be in vain. You must bear the same testimony that there is but one God,
one Mediator; he that hath seen him, will know him, and testify of him."
"It is necessary that you receive a testimony from heaven to yourselves; so that you can bear testimony to the truth of the
Book of Mormon, and that you have seen the face of God. That is more than the testimony of an angel. When the proper time
arrives, you shall be able to bear this testimony to the world. When you bear testimony that you have seen God, this testimony
God will never suffer to fall, but will bear you out; although many will not give heed, yet others will. You will therefore see the
necessity of getting this testimony from heaven.
"Never cease striving until you have seen God face to face. Strengthen your faith; cast off your doubts, your sins, and all your
unbelief: and nothing can prevent you from coming to God. Your ordination is not full and complete till God has laid his hand
upon you. We require as much to qualify us as did those who have gone before us; God is the same. If the Savior in former days
laid his hands upon his disciples, why not in latter days? . . .
"The time is coming when you will be perfectly familiar with the things of God. . . . You have our best wishes, you have our
most fervent prayers, that you may be able to bear this testimony, that you have seen the face of God. Therefore call upon him
in faith in mighty prayer till you prevail, for it is your duty and your privilege to bear such a testimony for yourselves."(DHC
2:192-98)

From the above, we can see that others besides just Joseph Smith were to be the recipients of great spiritual
gifts and whose callings as Special Witnesses of Christ was to obtain that same witness as obtained by the
ancient Apostles of Christ and to seek the same witness as Thomas who knew that "Except I shall see in his
hands the print of the nails, and put my finger into the print of the nails, and thrust my hand into his side, I will
not believe" (John 20:25). Without the proper belief (faith),which leads to the proper knowledge, Thomas knew
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that he could not have that sure and certain witness spoken of by Oliver Cowdery. Where are those Apostles
today who can bear such a witness? Must those of the original Twelve called by Jesus or the twelve called by the
Three Witnesses return in future lives to bear this witness and to fulfill the promises given them by Oliver
Cowdery and David Whitmer?
"To be a prophet is simply to be a foreteller of future events; but an apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ has the keys
of the holy Priesthood, and the power thereof is sealed upon his head, and by this he is authorized to proclaim
the truth to the people, and if they receive it, well; if not, the sin be upon their own heads." (Brigham Young; JD,
13:144)
Brigham Young also said once that he would travel anywhere, anytime, over any distance to listen to that a true
Apostle of the Lord Jesus Christ had to say on any subject.
The Keys of the Kingdom are held jointly by the Quorum of Apostles. This was explained to Wilford Woodruff in
an 1880 revelation. This revelation also explains what it means to hold the keys of the kingdom. This revelation
is taken from his journal, December 28, 1880 and April 17, 1897, Church Historians Office.
And while my servant John Taylor is your president, I wish to ask the rest of my servants, of my Apostles the question,
Although you have one to preside over your quorum, and over the Church which is the order of God in all generations, do you
not all of you hold the Apostleship, which is the highest authority even given to man on the earth? You do.
Therefore you hold in common the Keys of the Kingdom of God in all the world.
You each of you have the power to unlock the veil of eternity and hold converse with God the Father and His Son Jesus Christ
and to have the ministration of angels.

It is your right, your privilege and duty to inquire of the Lord as to his mind and will concerning
yourselves and the inhabitants of Zion and their interests.
And whenever any one of you receives the word of the Lord, let it be written and presented in your councils.
And whatever by a united consent you deem wisdom to be presented unto the people, let it be presented by the president, my
servant John Taylor, as the word of the Lord.
In this way you will uphold him and strengthen his hands, as all the burden shall not rest upon one man.
For thus saith the Lord, all of mine Apostles shall be full of the Holy Ghost, or inspiration and revelation and know the mind and
will of God and be prepared for that which is to come."
Therefore let mine Apostles keep my commandments and obey my laws, and the gates of hell shall not prevail against you..."

The Keys of the Kingdom Given to the Early Twelve
The following is a portion from a revelation given to Oliver Cowdery in 1829 at Fayette, NY. This revelation was
later folded into to Section 20 and attributed to Joseph Smith.
"Oliver, listen to the voice of Christ your Lord and your God and your Redeemer and write the words which I
shall command you concerning my Church, my Gospel, my Rock, and my Salvation -- ... I speak unto you even as
unto Paul mine Apostle for ye are called even with that same calling with which he was called."
On Sept. 22, 1935, Oliver Cowdery gave a Patriarchal Blessing to Joseph Smith, so Oliver must have held this
authority, even before Elijah came in 1836. In this blessing, Joseph is compared to Jacob, Moses, and the ancient
Joseph. The blessing states that Oliver Cowdery is to stand beside him as he leads Israel, even as Moses did.
Oliver shall bear his part in the keys which are confirmed upon Joseph. As the first patriarch in the last days,
Joseph shall hold the keys of the Evangelical or Patriarchal Priesthood, acting under the direction of the Ancient
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of Days.
Joseph Smith was not the sole recipient of divine revelation during his lifetime, for we see that Oliver Cowdery
also received revelations. Others received them as well. We have record of Heber C, Kimball, one of the earliest
apostles, receiving a revelation at Far West, Missouri, on April 6, 1839 (Life of Heber C. Kimball, pp. 253-254)
Also Orson Hyde, another early apostle, receiving a revelation in Nauvoo, Illinois in March 1840. Another
revelation was jointly given to Heber C. Kimball and Wilford Woodruff, near Manchester, England, on Oct. 2,
1840.

Hyrum to Receive the Keys which were once conferred upon Oliver
In order to more fully understand that which Oliver Cowdery received, read below what Christ commanded
Joseph Smith to give to his brother Hyrum, which was once given to Oliver Cowdery.
And again, verily I say unto you, let my servant William be appointed, ordained, and anointed, as counselor unto my servant
Joseph, in the room of my servant Hyrum, that my servant Hyrum may take the office of Priesthood and Patriarch, which was
appointed unto him by his father, by blessing and also by right;
That from henceforth he shall hold the keys of the patriarchal blessings upon the heads of all my people,
That whoever he blesses shall be blessed, and whoever he curses shall be cursed; that whatsoever he shall bind on earth
shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever he shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.
And from this time forth I appoint unto him that he may be a prophet, and a seer, and a revelator unto my church, as well as
my servant Joseph; That he may act in concert also with my servant Joseph; and that he shall receive counsel from my servant
Joseph, who shall show unto him the keys whereby he may ask and receive, and be crowned with the same blessing, and
glory, and honor, and priesthood, and gifts of the priesthood, that once were put upon him that was my servant Oliver
Cowdery;
These keys were once placed upon the head of Oliver Cowdery, and if the blessings given to the Twelve (above) sound like
Patriarchal Blessings, it is because they were blessings given under a Patriarchal calling and authority.
That my servant Hyrum may bear record of the things which I shall show unto him, that his name may be had in honorable
remembrance from generation to generation, forever and ever.
Let my servant William Law also receive the keys by which he may ask and receive blessings; let him be humble before me, and
be without guile, and he shall receive of my Spirit, even the Comforter, which shall manifest unto him the truth of all things, and
shall give him, in the very hour, what he shall say.
William Law was called as a counselor to Joseph and was likewise to be given the keys "by which he may ask and receive
blessings".
And these signs shall follow him--he shall heal the sick, he shall cast out devils, and shall be delivered from those who would
administer unto him deadly poison;
And he shall be led in paths where the poisonous serpent cannot lay hold upon his heel, and he shall mount up in the
imagination of his thoughts as upon eagles' wings.
And what if I will that he should raise the dead, let him not withhold his voice.
Therefore, let my servant William cry aloud and spare not, with joy and rejoicing, and with hosannas to him that sitteth upon
the throne forever and ever, saith the Lord your God.
Behold, I say unto you, I have a mission in store for my servant William, and my servant Hyrum, and for them alone; and let my
servant Joseph tarry at home, for he is needed. The remainder I will show unto you hereafter. Even so. Amen. (D&C 124:91102)

The Keys by which Ye May Ask and Receive
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Finally Larry asks: Finally, I'm curious about this scripture; keys by which Hyrum may ask and
receive? What's this?
God, speaking of Hyrum Smith said, D&C 124:95 "That he may act in concert also with my
servant Joseph; and that he shall receive counsel from my servant Joseph, who shall show
unto him the keys whereby he may ask and receive, and be crowned with the same blessing,
and glory, and honor, and priesthood, and gifts of the priesthood, that once were put upon
him that was my servant Oliver Cowdery;"
So is this an ordinance like bowing to the East three times and speaking two special holy
words or what? There is much in scripture that gets your curiosity going but does not fulfill
it.
JJ: The Key here is to be linked to one who is linked to the Holy Spirit. Where two or more
people are gathered unto Christ there He will be in the midst of them. Oliver Cowdery
severed his relationship with Joseph and was on his own. He was not linked with anyone else
to work this principle. Hiram was in great harmony with Joseph who was sensitive enough to
receive revelation. This union caused Hiram to share Joseph's light and Joseph could also
share his.
This principle can work to some degree on the internet but the flow is much increased with
personal contact.
This is one more reason why it is important for those of you who are able to create a local
group and find others to share "communion" with.
http://www.freeread.com/archives/4326.html
I am glad to see JJ writing about this, because many people from an LDS background tend to think that much of
the keys, powers, and knowledge possessed by Joseph Smith was meant for him and him alone.
These keys aren't intended just for Hyrum, either, but for anybody who is prepared to receive them from
another person who possesses them, and who is directed by revelation do so in connection with a specific
Priesthood calling intended for the individual who is to receive them.
JJ and I might be saying the same things here, but there are actual, literal keys which can be shared with you by
another in a physical communion, as they were shown to me, but these keys only open the door to higher
communion where their full purpose and use is revealed. In the meantime, individual and group prayers, songs,
and invocations, when done in with unity and pure intent, will both open and close many doors for us as we
learn more perfectly how to use them.

More Promises Unfulfilled
I have met a number of people in our own day who have received beautiful promises in their
patriarchal blessings, yet died seeing them unfulfilled. I remember an elderly neighbor lady
who received a promise that she would live to see Jesus come again. The poor lady had faith
in that blessing until the day she died. Was her faith in vain? No. If she is judged faithful she
may yet be born again and be here in the time period of the second coming.
I had some good friends who were blessed that they would have sons and daughters, yet they
died in a car accident and only had one child. Will they be able to see the fulfillment of that
blessing? Yes. They may yet have sons and daughters many times over. If they are judged
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faithful they will "receive an hundred fold...children and lands." (Mark 10:30)
As I said we must recognize the possibility of human error any blessing given, even if stated
by the greatest prophet in history. We must also realize that human language is a very weak
way of communicating, but even in taking this into consideration, there is no reason why we
cannot assume that the above utterances are inspired and will someday be fulfilled.
The blessings pronounced by a Patriarch through authority such as Oliver Cowdery, and later Hyrum Smith
received, do bind in earth and heaven, for time and eternity, for as we see here, many promises given by a
Patriarch might not be fulfilled during the person's current lifetime, but may be fulfilled over many lifetimes.
But, weren't these keys given exclusively to Peter and to Joseph Smith? We can see that the answer is "No.".
We also see from the account of Oliver Cowdery, above, that whole of the Patriarchal Priesthood encompasses
much more than just giving Patriarchal Blessings. For lack of understanding, and perhaps a lack of keys,
knowledge, or authority, the current LDS church, has have done away with the church-wide office of Patriarch of
the Church, which they saw as largely ceremonial, and left in place a Patriarch in each stake, who only acts as a
vestigial "giver of blessings".
For examples of what true patriarchs do, look to the examples of Adam, Noah, and Abraham in the Bible and
Pearl of Great Price. This is the line of Priesthood which passes from father to son and through which the
promises made to the fathers are planted in the hearts of the children. A Patriarch is also an Evangelist. Like the
ancients, a Patriarch is a "preacher of righteousness". A Patriarch is a true teacher.

Some people just tend to ignore promises like the above which have not been fulfilled, and
like to pretend they don't exist. They lean entirely toward the heart and seem to think that
using common sense is of the devil. Others rationalize by stating that God will straighten
things out in some nebulous way in the spirit world or resurrection. Of course, they do not
even bother to speculate on how God may do that, for speculation is of the devil, they
believe.

The Need for Common Sense
All I can say is that I'm glad that Jesus speculated and stretched his mind beyond the law of
Moses, or where would we be now? Joseph Smith once said: "Great God! Is there no common
sense on the earth!" (DHC Vol. 5; pg. 297) If he were here now and see how many refuse to
think things out in their mind as well as their heart, he would probably ask the same
question again. "Behold, I will tell you in your MIND, and in your heart, by the Holy Ghost....
This is the spirit of revelation." [Doctrine and Covenants (D&C 8:2-3)] If one wants the spirit
of revelation he must use his mind as well as heart. Logic and reason are not evil as many
accuse.
Simply using the mind and logic does not necessarily mean that one is in tune with the Spirit. Most of humanity
uses their hearts; fewer use their minds; but fewer still acknowledge or understand the workings of the Spirit
within them. More accurately, the scripture tells us that the Holy Ghost will come upon us and dwell in our
hearts and our minds, and that God will speak to us through the Holy Ghost. It is true that we must use both our
hearts and our minds, but unless the Holy Ghost actually dwells there, and unless we consciously look for and
listen to the Holy Ghost speaking to us in this manner, we are as other men. It is important to be very accurate,
even technical, here so that we can understand how to use the Holy Ghost, or soul contact in our own lives, and
to be able to discern whether the energy we receive is from our own higher mind, an ordinary spirit who could
deceive us, or from the Spirit of God.
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I completely agree with the need to use common sense, but for a person to use their common sense, he must
have all the facts available. Though sometimes all the facts are not available and we must be able to make
decisions based on incomplete data. But, it is foolish to ignore facts which do exist, simply to be able to form
preconceived conclusions.
As JJ stated in another post: "The average person loves illusion. He wants to be tricked into believing something
[that] he wants to believe and not let the facts get in the way." http://www.freeread.com/archives/1701.html
We must apply all available facts and follow the truth wherever it leads us.

Promises Given to John the Revelator
John the Revelator was also given an interesting promise, of which we have no record of
fulfillment:
9 "And I went unto the Angel and said unto him, Give me the little book. And he said unto

me: Take it, and eat it up; and it shall make thy belly bitter, but it shall be in thy mouth
sweet as honey.
10 "And I took the little book out of the angel's hand, and ate it up; and it was in my mouth

sweet as honey; and as soon as I had eaten it, my belly was bitter.
10 "And he said unto me, Thou must PROPHESY AGAIN BEFORE MANY PEOPLES, AND NATIONS,

AND TONGUES, AND KINGS."
(Rev 10:9-11)
Concerning this the question was asked:
"Q: What are we to understand by the little book which was eaten by John, as mentioned in
the 10th Chapter of Revelation?
"A: We are to understand that it was a mission, and an ordinance, for him to gather the
tribes of Israel; behold, this is Elias, who as it is written, must come and restore all things."
(D&C 77:14)
Also concerning John the Lord said unto him: "Verily, Verily, I say unto thee, because thou
desirest this thou shalt tarry until I come in my glory, and shalt prophesy before nations,
kindreds, tongues, and people." (D&C 7:3)
"And what shall this man do? Jesus saith unto him, If I will that he tarry till I come, what is
that to thee? Follow thou me. Then went this saying abroad among the brethren, that that
disciple should not die: yet JESUS SAID NOT UNTO HIM, he shall not die; but if I will that he
tarry till I come, what is that to thee?" (John 21:21-23)
Some people believe that John was translated so he would not suffer death, but John
himself wrote that Jesus did not promise him that he would not die, but indicated that his
will was that John should tarry until he would come. If, then, John did not have the promise
of deathlessness the only way he could tarry here on the earth until the Lord comes is by a
series of lives. Indeed, this is indicated in the prophesy that is written of him:
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"And I took the little book out of the angel's hand, and ate it up; and it was in my mouth
sweet as honey: and as soon as I had eaten it, my belly was bitter. And he said unto me,
THOU MUST PROPHESY AGAIN BEFORE MANY PEOPLES, AND NATIONS, AND TONGUES AND
KINGS." (Rev 10:10)
Have we heard any announcement over the news lately that John the Revelator has
prophesied to kings and is appearing in many different lands speaking in numerous
languages? No, we have not, nor will we; for when he fulfills this prophesy he will not be
known as John the Revelator, (unless such is revealed) but will be in a different identity
having a new name.
The great mystery then is where is John? The answer is that he has either reincarnated or is
walking and teaching on the earth incognito through some supernatural means. If the
scriptures are true he has taught "many peoples, and nations, and tongues, and kings" during
the past two thousand years.
We learn somewhat more of the mortal nature of John in the account of the "Three Nephites", who had same
desires as John and were given the same blessing as John.
And he said unto them: Behold, I know your thoughts, and ye have desired the thing which John, my beloved, who was with
me in my ministry, before that I was lifted up by the Jews, desired of me.
Therefore, more blessed are ye, for ye shall never taste of death; but ye shall live to behold all the doings of the Father unto the
children of men, even until all things shall be fulfilled according to the will of the Father, when I shall come in my glory with the
powers of heaven.
And ye shall never endure the pains of death; but when I shall come in my glory ye shall be changed in the twinkling of an eye
from mortality to immortality; and then shall ye be blessed in the kingdom of my Father.
And again, ye shall not have pain while ye shall dwell in the flesh, neither sorrow save it be for the sins of the world; and all this
will I do because of the thing which ye have desired of me, for ye have desired that ye might bring the souls of men unto me,
while the world shall stand. (3 Nephi 28:6-9)

The scripture clearly states that they will be "mortal" and "dwell in the flesh". How could this be possible unless
they lived multiple lifetimes?
One could object to this and say that these individuals would not live multiple lifetimes because Christ promised
them that they "shall never taste of death". But this phrase is also used in D&C 42:46, when speaking of those
who die in the Lord. They are promised that "they shall never taste of death, for it shall be sweet unto them".
Oliver's blessing on Orson Hyde said that he would be like the Three Nephites. Perhaps, living as a mortal in the
flesh and carrying on an apostolic mission of "standing on the earth and bringing souls till Christ comes, through
no additional supernatural means, qualifies him to be like the Three Nephites -- or even John the Beloved. The
following is pure, unsubstantiated speculation, but could Orson Hyde have been an incarnation of John the
Beloved? His blessing further stated that he would have "power to smite the earth", and to "divide the waters".
This sounds similar to the powers ascribed to John:
"Behold, I, the Lord, in the beginning blessed the waters; but in the last days, by the mouth of my servant John, I
cursed the waters. Wherefore, the days will come that no flesh shall be safe upon the waters. ... And, as I, the
Lord, in the beginning cursed the land, even so in the last days have I blessed it..." D&C 61:14-17
When John took the little book (a small scroll, which represented a mission) from the angel (see above), the
angel stood upon the sea and upon the earth. (Rev. 10:8) John was given authority from a voice from heaven
which commanded him to take and eat the little book (mission). The Greek word used here for "take", implies
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not only to take, but to take what is one's own. So, this mission rightfully belonged to John, and he was fully
within his rights to take the book away from the angel. Might John have also taken back, or would this be part of
the mission which he was to undertake in the latter days, to perform the ordinance which the angel had been
performing, in other words, to declare in the Name of God that "there should be time no longer"? Just as the
angel predicted, to John, this might seem "sweet as honey" to utter with his mouth the words of God, but bitter
in his belly (his solar plexus, heart, emotions) to realize that the period called "time", the age of multiple
probations for mankind was now declared ended, and the a new age of "eternity" had begun.
In addition to future lives, another indication that John may have lived and served God in lives prior to his life as
John, the beloved disciple of Jesus, is the following:
"I say unto thee, Peter, this was a good desire; but my beloved has desired that he might do more, or a greater
work yet among men than what he has before done." D&C 7:5
What was this great work that John has "before done"? The "work" referred to here couldn't have been
performed in that lifetime. Christ instructed the apostles to remain in Jerusalem and not go out unto the world
preaching until they had "been endowed with power from on high", which happened on the day of Pentecost.
This event had not yet happened when Christ appeared to the apostles on the sea shore while they were out
fishing (John 21). And, the only work we know that John had performed, in that lifetime, up to that point was as
a disciple of Jesus who was sent out on occasional trainee missions with the rest of the Twelve.

How the Average Member of the Church can Enter the Celestial
Kingdom
The average member of the church better pray that the doctrine of reincarnation is true for
he surely will not get to the celestial kingdom or the presence of God without it. Also those
who died without a testimony of Jesus while in the flesh go to the terrestrial kingdom.
(D&C 76:71-74) But even to go here we must be honorable and honest. To go to the celestial
kingdom we must be "valiant". When you go before the judgment bar and the angel asks you
what you have done that is valiant -- what will you say? Wouldn't you want another chance at
life at that time to prove that you really can be valiant? Also, before we can enter the
celestial kingdom we must receive the "Manifestation of the Spirit, while IN THE FLESH,
(that) they may be able to bear his presence in the world of glory." (D&C 76:118) Why are
we doing celestial ordinances for the dead, if they did not receive a manifestation of the
spirit while in the FLESH? Obviously, the only way those who died without such a
manifestation can enter into such a world of glory, is to come back in the flesh and receive
it.
And what is meant in the scripture by "manifestation"? We are told that this is more than just
a warm feeling, but that a man will have revealed to him things "not lawful for a man to
utter." (D&C 76:115) These are things "seen and understood by the power of the Holy
Spirit." (D&C 76:116) These are things which the average, or even the far above average
member of the church cannot claim; thus they cannot claim the world of glory if their
current belief system is accurate.
Therefore, the above average good Mormon who has not received such a divine
manifestation should plan on going to the lower kingdoms for eternity -- unless...unless,
there is some missing link of knowledge, such as reincarnation which still leaves the door to
the higher worlds open to them.
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Unfulfilled Promises to Joseph Smith
Amazingly, the person with the largest number of unfulfilled promises was Joseph Smith
himself. To him the Lord said:
"And it shall come to pass that if you are faithful you shall receive the fullness of the record
of John." (D&C 93:18)
The church believes that Joseph Smith was faithful unto the end, doesn't it? Where then, is
the fullness of the record of John?
Continuing in that same section the Lord promises: "That you may come unto the Father in
my name, and in due time receive of his fullness. For if ye keep my commandments you shall
receive of his fullness, and be glorified in me as I am in the Father; therefore, I say unto
you, you shall receive grace for grace ... Ye were also in the beginning with the Father; that
which is spirit, even the Spirit of truth ... And NO MAN receiveth a fullness unless he keepeth
his commandments." (D&C 93:19-20, 23, and 27)
Read the whole section and you will see that "fullness" means to become like Jesus was. How
can Joseph Smith or any of us receive his fullness without further testing?
Yes, the promise of receiving "the fullness" of the Father applies, not just to Joseph Smith, but to all of us. If this
is true, then why should verse 18 apply only to Joseph Smith? Why would there not be other possibilities? Why
could not the fullness of the record of John be revealed through another prophet? If John were to return to
mortality, as suggested above, what's to prevent him from recalling a past-life memory and revealing to us his
record in full?
In my research, I followed up on all the references I could find concerning exactly what it means to receive of
"the fullness" of the Father. What I found was quite profound and goes far beyond what the average Mormon
might think. However, a full discussion of this topic goes far beyond the scope of this article, so I will just end
with a thanks and an acknowledgement to JJ for pointing out this principle.

Triumph Over all His Enemies
Speaking of his greatest promise Joseph said: "I feel like Paul, to glory in tribulation; for to
this day has the God of my fathers delivered me out of them all, and will deliver me from
henceforth; for behold, and lo, I shall triumph over ALL my enemies, FOR THE LORD GOD
HATH SPOKEN IT." (D&C 127:2)
Many will say that Joseph did triumph over his enemies, and that the church is triumphing
today, but scripture is not to be interpreted by impulse. Let's see what Joseph meant by
overcoming his enemies: "Salvation is nothing more nor less than to triumph over all our
enemies and put them under our feet. And when we have power to put ALL enemies under
our feet IN THIS WORLD, and a knowledge to triumph over all evil spirits in the world to
come, then we are saved." (DHC 5:387)
It is obvious that when Joseph was promised he would overcome all his enemies that he
interpreted it to mean those in this world as well as the world to come. We know little about
his work in the spirit world, but we do know that he did not overcome all his enemies in THIS
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world. His enemies temporarily overcame him and he was shot before he could fulfill his
dreams of Zion and "a nation born in a day." He further stated: "Thus I will become a smooth
and polished shaft in the quiver of the Almighty, who will give me dominion over every one
of them" (His enemies). (DHC 5:401) He also said: "I prophesy and bear record this morning
that all the combined powers of earth and hell shall not and cannot overthrow or overcome
this boy, for I HAVE A PROMISE FROM THE ETERNAL GOD." (DHC 5:554)
Brigham Young also expected Joseph to triumph for he stated in 1843: "Yet he (Joseph) will
lay a plan to speculate as large as ancient Joseph did; he will have power to buy up all the
rest of the world." (DHC 6:16)
Speaking of Joseph's future the Lord said: "The ends of the earth shall inquire after thy
name, and fools shall have thee in derision ... But for a small moment and thy voice shall be
more terrible in the midst of thine enemies than the fierce lion," (D&C 122:1 & 4)
Joseph was just approaching the point of overcoming his enemies when he was killed. He
was indeed laying a plan to buy up the whole world and bring peace as ancient Joseph did.
Joseph and his successors were not successful in establishing "a government of our
own," (DHC 6:222) and thus Joseph did not overcome his enemies in that life, nor did he
fulfill his dreams.
As Moses, he was not allowed to enter the promised land. After the failure in Missouri the
Lord said : "Now, behold, I say unto you, my friends, in this way you may find favor in the
eyes of the people, until the army of Israel becomes very great. And I will soften the hearts
of the people, as I did the heart of Pharaoh, from time to time, until my servant Baurak Ale,
(Joseph Smith) and Baneemy (Mine Elders), whom I have appointed, shall have time to
gather up the strength of my house...They shall have power after many days to accomplish
all things pertaining to Zion." (D&C 105:26-27 & 37)

God to Send Joseph "Again"
This is another promise yet to be fulfilled for Joseph and the Elders were never able to
deliver the land of Zion in Missouri in that life. Yet the Lord spoke it and can also fulfill.
Joseph was told to teach and learn all that he could "That ye may be prepared in all things
when I SHALL SEND YOU AGAIN to magnify the calling whereunto I have called you, and the
mission which I have commissioned you." (D&C 88:80)
Actually, if you read this verse in context, these instructions were meant for more than just Joseph Smith. The
brethren were instructed to retreat from their ministries for a season in order to prepare themselves for a time
when they would again go out into the field of missionary labor. While this passage could be obscurely
interpreted as referring to future lifetimes, the simplest interpretation is that the elders were simply to rest and
prepare.
"And I give unto you, who are the first laborers in this last kingdom, a commandment that you assemble
yourselves together, and organize yourselves, and prepare yourselves ... And I give unto you a commandment
that you shall teach one another the doctrine of the kingdom. ... Therefore, tarry ye, and labor diligently, that
you may be perfected in your ministry to go forth among the Gentiles for the last time." D&C 88:74-84.

Again we are told that Joseph was to "remain unto them that have received him, that I may
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reserve unto myself a pure people." (D&C 43) Interestingly, Joseph Smith also said that he
was to be a witness to the whole world and then the end should come. (See DHC 6:363.)
Concerning the future missions of Joseph Smith, he said his father "anointed my head, and
sealed upon me the blessings of Moses, to lead Israel in the latter days, even as Moses led
them in days of old." (DHC 2:380) It might be said that Brigham Young led the Children of
Israel like Moses, but Joseph Smith did not.

A Choice Seer
For further testimony we quote: "For Joseph truly testified, saying: A seer shall the Lord
God raise up, who shall be a choice seer unto the fruit of my loins ... And he shall be great
like unto Moses, whom I have said I would raise up unto you, to deliver my people, O house
of Israel ... And out of weakness he shall be made strong, in that day when my work shall
commence among all my people ... They that seek to destroy him shall be confounded ... I
will raise up a Moses; and I will give power unto him." (2 Nephi 3:6, 9, 13, 14, & 17) All the
authorities of the church interpret this person to be Joseph Smith; however, the
Fundamentalists believe it to be a future Indian prophet and not without reason, for Joseph
Smith in one life did not fulfill the entire prophecy. His enemies overcame him and he did
not deliver the people as Moses. If one does not consider reincarnation it is understandable
that one would solve the discrepancies by looking for another prophet. Another prophet will
indeed come, but it will be Brother Joseph who will lead the people as Moses and fulfill all
the prophecies written about him.
The reason that the Fundamentalists believe this seer to be a future Indian prophet becomes clear when we
add back the omitted verses where Lehi tells his youngest son, Joseph, that out of his (i.e. Joseph son of Lehi's)
seed will arise a future prophet. The Fundamentalists look for the fulfillment of this prophecy in a Nephite or
Lamanite prophet -- one of the seed of Joseph, the son of Lehi.
And now, behold, my son Joseph, after this manner did my father of old prophesy.
Wherefore, because of this covenant thou art blessed; for thy seed shall not be destroyed, for they shall hearken unto the
words of the book.
And there shall rise up one mighty among them [i.e. Joseph son of Lehi's seed], who shall do much good, both in word and in
deed, being an instrument in the hands of God, with exceeding faith, to work mighty wonders, and do that thing which is great
in the sight of God, unto the bringing to pass much restoration unto the house of Israel, and unto the seed of thy brethren. (2
Nephi 2:22-24)

So, unless Joseph Smith returns as an Indian or a Latino prophet, he could not fulfill this prophecy simply by
showing up again as an average Caucasian person.

The Sealed Portion
One of the most important things the scriptures indicate that Joseph Smith will do is to
expound the sealed portion of the Book of Mormon: "Then shalt thou seal up the book again,
and hide it up unto me, that I may preserve the words which thou hast not read, until I see
fit in mine own wisdom to reveal all things unto the children of men. For behold, I am God;
and I am a God of miracles; and I will show unto the world that I am the same yesterday,
today, and forever; I work not among the children of men save it be according to their faith.
and AGAIN it shall come to pass that the Lord SHALL SAY UNTO HIM THAT SHALL READ THE
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WORDS THAT SHALL BE DELIVERED HIM ... And in that day shall the deaf hear the words of
the (sealed) book ... They also that erred in spirit shall come to understanding, and they
that murmured shall learn doctrine." (2 Nephi 27;22-24, 29 & 35)
Again, this passage and its context becomes clear when the omitted verses are reinserted. In verse 9 of the same
chapter, it says that the book shall be delivered to a man, and this man shall deliver the words of the book unto
another. Verse 12 teaches that the book itself shall be hidden from the world, save it be for three witnesses.
Verse 19 again makes the distinction between the book and the words of the book. Verse 22 makes it clear that
Joseph Smith was the person who read the words of the book which we not sealed, obtained the necessary
witnesses, and hid up the book.
So, to whom shall the words of the book be delivered? "For hereafter you shall be ordained and go forth and
deliver my words unto the children of men." D&C 5:6.
Therefore, in verse 24, when it speaks of "he that shall read the words that shall be delivered him", it may not
necessarily refer to Joseph Smith, because Joseph Smith received the book, read the words of the book, and
delivered the words of the book unto another, namely: the church, and the children of men in general. Also,
verse 24 does not speak of translating the sealed portion. It simply says that "the Lord shall say unto him that
shall read the words that shall be delivered him", and in the next verse, it goes on to describe just what the Lord
will say.
We read the following, from Moroni, in the Book of Ether.
And now I, Moroni, have written the words which were commanded me, according to my memory; and I have told you the
things which I have sealed up; therefore touch them not in order that ye may translate; for that thing is forbidden you, except
by and by it shall be wisdom in God.
And behold, ye may be privileged that ye may show the plates unto those who shall assist to bring forth this work;
And unto three shall they be shown by the power of God; wherefore they shall know of a surety that these things are true.
And in the mouth of three witnesses shall these things be established; and the testimony of three, and this work, in the which
shall be shown forth the power of God and also his word, of which the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Ghost bear record-and all this shall stand as a testimony against the world at the last day. (Ether 5: 1-4)

So, according to the book itself (The Book of Mormon), when will the sealed portion come forth, and who will
translate it?
"Wherefore, because of the things which are sealed up, the things which are sealed shall not be delivered in the
day of the wickedness and abominations of the people. Wherefore the book shall be kept from them." (2 Nephi
27:8)
Wherefore the Lord hath commanded me to write them; and I have written them. And he commanded me that I should seal
them up; and he also hath commanded that I should seal up the interpretation thereof; wherefore I have sealed up the
interpreters, according to the commandment of the Lord.
For the Lord said unto me: They shall not go forth unto the Gentiles until the day that they shall repent of their iniquity, and
become clean before the Lord.
And in that day that they shall exercise faith in me, saith the Lord, even as the brother of Jared did, that they may become
sanctified in me, then will I manifest unto them the things which the brother of Jared saw, even to the unfolding unto them all
my revelations, saith Jesus Christ, the Son of God, the Father of the heavens and of the earth, and all things that in them are.
(Ether 4:5-7)

When the people begin to exercise faith in the Lord, comparable to that of the brother of Jared, whose faith was
so strong that he obtained the knowledge necessary to be redeemed from the fall, and to commune with God
face to face, and to directly receive from the Lord the knowledge contained in the sealed portion for himself, will
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it even be necessary for God to speak exclusively through one prophet when God could unfold unto all of the
faithful "all [his] revelations"?

The "Marred" Servant
Again speaking of Joseph Smith in the latter-day period he said:
"But behold, the life of my servant shall be in my hand; therefore they shall not hurt him
although he shall be marred (martyred) because of them. Yet I will heal him (bring him to
life in a new body), for I will show unto them that my wisdom is greater than the cunning of
the devil." (3 Nephi 21:10)
Interestingly, just before Joseph Smith went to his death he stated that he expected to be
marred more than any other man indicating that he believed he was the person talked about
here as well as in the similar prophecy in Isaiah 5:14.
I didn't see a source given for this statement by Joseph Smith. Also, here Dewey adds the interpretation in
parentheses that "martyred" means "marred". This conflicts with others of his writings, where he explains the
quote from Isaiah that the visage of the servant will be marred, more than any other man, and Dewey says that
"visage" not only refers to a man's face, but to his character and reputation.
"Behold, my servant shall deal prudently, he shall be exalted and extolled, and be very high. As many were
astonished at thee; his visage was so marred more than any man, and his form more than the sons of
men." (Isaiah 52:13-14)
Many have been martyred before the death of Joseph Smith, and many have been martyred since Joseph Smith.
If "marred" refers to his martyrdom, how could his martyrdom be considered greater than that of any other
person?
Here's what JJ wrote about this subject in another post.
"'Visage' comes from MAREH which does not refer to the physical body so much as it does virtue or
character. ... Christ and his servants are maligned in character more than any others. Whoever is
sent on a mission for the Christ will usually be seen as evil rather than good by the masses until the
time of understanding comes. ... We thus see that there are two marrings. The first is the character
of Christ and the servant which is greatly distorted and the second is some type of visible
imperfection of the physical body." http://www.freeread.com/archives/1050.html

Joseph to Hold the Keys of the Priesthood Until the Lord Comes
Another interesting promise made to Joseph Smith is that he will hold the keys of the
Priesthood until the Lord comes. This is easily proved from the scriptures: "Rebel not against
my servant Joseph; for verily I say unto you, I am with him, and my hand shall be over him;
and the keys which I have given unto him, and also to youward, shall not be taken from him
UNTIL I COME." (D&C 112:15)
To fully understand this scripture, one must add some words which have been omitted above. This
commandment, which was addressed to "all the twelve" (see verse 14), begins with the admonition "Exalt not
yourselves;" Why could the twelve be reminded not to exalt themselves? The reason is because the Lord states
that the keys which have been given to Joseph Smith, and also to the twelve, "shall never be taken from him
until I come". Many people have the mistaken impression from this verse, and many others that will be quoted
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here. That these keys were "given" to Joseph Smith, and to none other, and that they who "gave" these keys to
Joseph Smith are, themselves, no longer in "possession" of them. To fully understand this, we must first
understand what keys are, how one obtains the keys, the conditions upon which one retains these keys.
"Because God called upon his son Joseph and ordained him to this power, and delivered to him the keys of the
kingdom, that is, of authority and spiritual blessings upon the church, ..." (From a Patriarchal Blessing given by
Joseph Smith to his father, Kirtland, Ohio, December 18, 1833.)
This is what Joseph Smith referred to when he spoke of "the keys of the kingdom", which he received from God.
These keys are, in reality, not to keys to the kingdom of God, but the keys of administering the earthly church.
There is a distinction between the church and the kingdom, as explained in a revelation to John Taylor, given in
Salt Lake City, June 27, 1882. "Behold, I raised up my servant Joseph Smith to introduce my gospel, and to build
up my church and to establish my kingdom upon the earth."
This explains the three functions which were to be performed by Joseph Smith. It doesn't say anything about
holding the keys to the kingdom. In that lifetime, Joseph was only given the task of establishing the kingdom.
D&C 42:69. "Lift up your hearts and rejoice, for unto you the kingdom, or in other words, the keys of the church
have been given. Even so. Amen."
From whom did Joseph receive these keys?
From JS 1:72 in the Pearl of Great Price: "The messenger who visited us on this occasion and conferred this Priesthood upon us,
said that his name was John, the same that is called John the Baptist in the New Testament, and that he acted under the
direction of Peter, James and John, who held the keys of the Priesthood of Melchizedek, which Priesthood, he said, would in
due time be conferred on us..."
D&C 128:20. "And again, what do we hear? ...The voice of Peter, James, and John in the wilderness between Harmony,
Susquehanna county, and Colesville, Broome county, on the Susquehanna river, declaring themselves as possessing the keys of
the kingdom, and of the dispensation of the fullness of times!"
D&C 27:12-13. And also with Peter, and James, and John, whom I have sent unto you, by whom I have ordained you and
confirmed you to be apostles, and especial witnesses of my name, and bear the keys of your ministry and of the same things
which I revealed unto them; Unto whom I have committed the keys of my kingdom, and a dispensation of the gospel for the
last times; and for the fullness of times, in the which I will gather together in one all things, both which are in heaven, and
which are on earth;"

Were these keys given exclusively to Joseph Smith, or to Peter, James, and John? The answer is "no".
Continuing with Section 112:
D&C 112:30-31. "For unto you, the Twelve, and those, the First Presidency, who are appointed with you to be your counselors
and your leaders, is the power of this priesthood given, for the last days and for the last time, in the which is the dispensation of
the fullness of times. Which power you hold, in connection with all those who have received a dispensation at any time from
the beginning of the creation;"

The power of the Priesthood does not lie in individuals acting alone, but in connection with all such Priesthood
holders down through time. Let me express this in terms familiar to most members of JJ's Keysters Internet
Classroom. JJ teaches that when singing the Song of 144,000, more spiritual power and energy can be generated
by singing the song as a group. Even more energy can be generated by visualizing myriads of beings on all the
planes of existence, and up and down through the ages of time singing the song together.
Read the following verses, and don't constrict yourself to the narrow interpretation that they refer only to
sealings and baptisms for the dead. These verses refer to all the workings of the Holy Priesthood in all ages
gathering, binding, teaching, making covenants: restoring ancient truths, and revealing to the world that which
have never been heretofore known.
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D&C 128:9. It may seem to some to be a very bold doctrine that we talk of--a power which records or binds on earth and binds
in heaven. Nevertheless, in all ages of the world, whenever the Lord has given a dispensation of the priesthood to any man by
actual revelation, or any set of men, this power has always been given. Hence, whatsoever those men did in authority, in the
name of the Lord [added by author: acting in concert], and did it truly and faithfully, and kept a proper and faithful record of the
same, it became a law on earth and in heaven, and could not be annulled, according to the decrees of the great Jehovah. This is
a faithful saying. Who can hear it?
D&C 128:10. And again, for the precedent, Matthew 16:18, 19: And I say also unto thee, That thou art Peter, and upon this rock
I will build my church; and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. And I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of
heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be
loosed in heaven.
D&C 128:11. Now the great and grand secret of the whole matter, and the summum bonum of the whole subject that is lying
before us, consists in obtaining the powers of the Holy Priesthood. For him to whom these keys are given there is no difficulty in
obtaining a knowledge of facts in relation to the salvation of the children of men, both as well for the dead as for the living.
D&C 128:18. I might have rendered a plainer translation to this, but it is sufficiently plain to suit my purpose as it stands. It is
sufficient to know, in this case, that the earth will be smitten with a curse unless there is a welding link of some kind or other
between the fathers and the children ...For we without them cannot be made perfect; neither can they without us be made
perfect. Neither can they nor we be made perfect without those who have died in the gospel also; for it is necessary in the
ushering in of the dispensation of the fullness of times, which dispensation is now beginning to usher in, that a whole and
complete and perfect union, and welding together of dispensations, and keys, and powers, and glories should take place, and
be revealed from the days of Adam even to the present time. And not only this, but those things which never have been
revealed from the foundation of the world, but have been kept hid from the wise and prudent, shall be revealed unto babes
and sucklings in this, the dispensation of the fullness of times."

Joseph's Counselors and the Twelve also received Keys
"Verily I say unto you, the keys of this kingdom shall never be taken from you, while thou art
in the world, neither in the world to come." (D&C 90:3)
Reading further, we see that Joseph's counselors were to be accounted equal in holding these keys. Now, while
making the case that several others held the same keys, not all received the promise that they would retain
those keys. Indeed, history bears out the fact that many who received these keys, eventually lost them. But the
promise was given to Joseph that they would never be taken from him, so we can accept that promise as true.
However, as mentioned above, there any many servants of God in all ages who held these keys, which must be
exercised jointly, or unitedly linked, in connection with one other.
D&C 90:6. "And again, verily I say unto thy brethren, Sidney Rigdon and Frederick G. Williams, their sins are
forgiven them also, and they are accounted as equal with thee in holding the keys of this last kingdom";

Joseph's Father blessed him that he would hold "The keys of the mysteries of the kingdom
until the coming of the Lord." (DHC 2:32)
Even in our hymnbook we have the phrase in PRAISE TO THE MAN: "Ever and ever the keys
he will hold." We also have the prophecy: "Millions shall know Brother Joseph again."
Again, we find an interesting prophecy that cannot be fulfilled without reincarnation: "And I
have given unto him (Joseph) the keys of the mystery of those things which have been
sealed, even things which were from the foundation of the world, and the things which
SHALL COME FROM THIS TIME UNTIL THE TIME OF MY COMING, if he abide in
me." (D&C 35:18) Did Joseph Smith abide in the Lord? All the authorities say "yes." If they
agree to this then they must agree that he is the one, according to this scripture, who will
YET bring forth those things which are sealed. Since the Lord doesn't send immortal beings
to do our work for us, then the only way for Joseph to fulfill this prophecy is to come back as
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a mortal. Who can refute it? Who has logic strong enough to stand against it?
We must reemphasize that the original purpose of JJ's series of articles about eternal lives, written from an LDS
viewpoint, is to point out "interesting prophecies that cannot be fulfilled without reincarnation", not to establish
Joseph Smith, or a possible later reincarnation of the same, as an unearned authority. It is a misuse and a
distortion of these chapters in "Eternal Lives" to use them to establish any single person as the sole possessor of
the keys and blessings outlined herein.
Any and all who possess these keys must and will work together to bring to pass the restoration of all things.
We must also reemphasize JJ's point that "the Lord doesn't send immortal beings to do our work for us". Joseph
Smith. In speaking of the ancient prophets, like Adam and Noah and others, Joseph Smith, himself, said:
"These men are in heaven, but their children are on the earth. Their bowels yearn over us. God sends down
men for this reason. 'And the Son of Man shall send forth His angels, and they shall gather out of His kingdom
all things that give offense and them that do iniquity.' (Matthew 13:41.) All these authoritative characters will
come down and join hand in hand in bringing about this work." (TPJS, p. 159)
How can they "come down" and "join hand in hand" with us in this work unless they return to mortality? And,
how could Joseph Smith use the inclusive term "us", unless he, also, would re-enter mortality and assist in this
work?

Joseph's patriarchal blessing by his Father reads: "Thou shalt hold the keys of this ministry,
even the Presidency of this church, both in time and eternity ... Thou shalt stand on Mount
Zion when the tribes of Jacob come shouting from the North, and with thy brethren, the
Sons of Ephraim, crown them in the name of Jesus Christ." ('Our Lineage,' Salt Lake City:
Genealogical Society of Utah, 1933, pg. 14) This certainly sounds like Joseph will be here
during the winding up scene doesn't it?
To Joseph the Lord also said:
"And this shall be your business and mission in ALL YOUR LIVES, to preside in council, and set
in order all the affairs of this church and kingdom." (D&C 90:16)
To set this passage in its proper and honest context, we need to also look at verses 3 and 6, and notice that this
section is directed not only to Joseph Smith, but to Sydney Rigdon and to Frederick G. Williams. When the Lord
refers to "lives", he is not necessarily referring to the many lifetimes of Joseph Smith, but of the plural "lives", of
all these three men.

The Servant of the Lord, Down through the Ages
The mission of Joseph Smith in his various lives is given in the allegory of the tame and wild
olive tree in Jacob, Chapter Five. We are told: "I will liken thee, O house of Israel, like unto
a tame olive tree, which a man took and nourished in his vineyard; and it grew, and waxed
old, and began to decay. The Lord of the vineyard is the Christ and the servant is Joseph
Smith. I will not quote the whole chapter, but the reader should read it all. The allegory
covers thousands of years and the servant is sent on numerous missions to work in the
vineyard. The ten tribes are hidden, various branches are planted in the best part of the
vineyard (America), the dispersion of Israel, Christianity, is all in the story and the servant is
always there helping. Each time the servant is sent to work in the vineyard it is symbolically
speaking of Joseph being sent to the earth on a mission.
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Finally, speaking of the last dispensation it says: "And it came to pass that the Lord of the
vineyard sent his servant; and the servant went and did as the Lord had commanded him,
and brought other servants (Brigham Young, John Taylor, Hyrum and others); and they were
few." (Jacob 5:70) After their mission is successful and the millennium ushered in the Lord
said: "For behold, for a long time will I lay up the fruit of my vineyard unto mine own self
against the season." (Verse 76) After this "long time" and evil fruit again appears the Lord
indicates that he will send his servants to work for him again in Verse 77.
In the parable, the Lord of the vineyard works alongside the servant, and if it is true that God does not send an
immortal to do the work that a mortal can do, is it also possible that the Lord or the Vineyard, or his son (Christ)
is not also here working in mortality?

A similar parable was given to Joseph Smith in D&C 101:43-62. This parable concerns the
redemption of Zion and again we have the Lord of the vineyard, the vineyard, the servant
and his helpers. The servant was told to redeem Zion and commanded to "break down the
walls of mine enemies ... that by and by I may come with the residue of mine house and
possess the land." (D&C 101:57-58)
"The servant said unto his Lord: When shall these things be? And he said unto his servant:
WHEN I WILL; go ye straightway and do all things whatsoever I have commanded you. And
this shall be my seal and blessing upon you - a faithful and wise steward in the midst of mine
house, a ruler in my kingdom. And his servant went-straightway and did all things
whatsoever his Lord commanded him; and AFTER MANY DAYS ALL THINGS WERE FULFILLED."
(D&C 101:59-62)
Who fulfilled "all things?" It was the servant. The Lord himself answers:
"Verily, Verily, I say unto you, that my servant Baurak Ale (Joseph Smith) is the man to
whom I likened the servant to whom the Lord of the vineyard spake in the parable which I
have given you." (D&C 103:21)
How can any of these scriptures be fulfilled without reincarnation? In considering some of
the scriptures referring to Joseph Smith, some of the early brethren speculated that Joseph
Smith would come back as an immortal resurrected being and lead the Saints back to
Missouri, but when has the Lord ever sent an immortal being to do the work of mortals?
[emphasis mine] That is not in the plan, and is against the law of the Gods, for there are
certain things we must do for ourselves or they cannot get done at all. After Jesus was
resurrected and ascended he did not come back and head the church as an immortal, but let
the mortal Peter do it. God is the same yesterday, today, and forever in principle and
cannot interfere with the free agency of men, or must suffer the effects of karma himself.
If one really believes the scriptures one must believe that Joseph Smith has unfinished
business that he must return and fulfill.
...
In speaking of a future life when Joseph would live to be eighty five years, old he told some
faithful brethren: "You will gather many people to the fastness of the Rocky Mountains and
many of those who will come in under your ministry, because of their learning, will seek for
position and they will gain eminence over you and you will walk in low places unnoticed, yet
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you will know all that transpires in your midst. Those who are your friends are my friends,
and I promise you that when I COME AGAIN I WILL LEAD YOU FORTH so that where I am you
shall be with me." ('Life Story of Wandles Mace by Himself'; Pages 131-132)
When will Joseph come again? If we can figure out the time of the coming of the one mighty
and strong we would know of the coming of Joseph Smith for the purpose of the one mighty
and strong is to "set in order the house of God." (D&C 85:7) And Joseph's mission is to "set
in order all the affairs of this church and kingdom" in all his "LIVES." (D&C 90:16) Obviously,
these two are one and the same person.
We do have one indication as to when this person will come. Lorin C. Wooley, who was a
body guard for John Taylor recalled an address he gave after receiving a manifestation of
the Christ and Joseph Smith. Brother Wooley said: "He (John Taylor) said that in the time of
the seventh president of this church, the Church would go into bondage both temporally and
spiritually and that in that day the one mighty and strong spoken of in the eighty-fifth
section of the Doctrine and Covenants would come." ('A Leaf In Review,' Page 235)
The seventh president was Heber J. Grant. In his day the church did go into financial
bondage, which bondage the average member has no knowledge, but it was caused by
church's investment in the sugar industry among other things. The church was taken in
spiritual bondage because they began to believe that all was well in Zion and adopt the ways
of the wisdom of the world; the church was no more out of Babylon. Finally, if the prophecy
was a true prophecy, then Joseph Smith who is to be the voice of one mighty and strong was
reborn during the administration of Heber J. Grant. (Nov 23, 1918 - May 14, 1945)
Sound unbelievable? I admit that it does. Yet old cliches are often true. "Truth is stranger
than fiction."
In checking with several historian friends, this story cannot be verified through multiple sources and may well be
just that -- fiction, or wishful thinking.
I personally know a man, who was born during this period and who is alive today, who actually claims to be the
reincarnation of Joseph Smith.
JJ Dewey, who was also born during this period makes no such claims. However, he does allow others to make
such claims on his behalf and does not deny them. He even has a self-inflicted injury, which constitutes a
physical imperfection, which might qualify him as a "marred" servant.
I, myself, was conceived in April 1945 (during this period), but wasn't born until December 1945. This was after
the Christ announced his decision to reappear among men (according to DK's writings), and after World War II
was completely ended in Europe and the Pacific. Like, Dewey, and this other man I know, I consider myself a
spiritual teacher, but I make no such claims of being the "one mighty and strong", or any such "authoritative
figure" . I do not seek students or followers; I seek friends and co-workers -- equals. If any person associated
with me should make these claims of me, I would not agree with him; nor would I sit idle; I would denounce
such a statement as untrue. I make no such claims, nor would I allow any other person to make such a claim. 3
Nephi 21:20 says that the marred servant would be healed. As it turns out, I did not acquire, but was born with a
physical defect, which was very obvious to all, but which was healed by the power of God. But, still I do not state
that this qualifies me to be anything other than a person who is sincerely seeking truth and seeking fellowship
with God and those on the earth with the knowledge, power, and desire to bring about Zion on this planet. Like
many, I know I have a mission to perform here in this world, but for the world to have any knowledge of who or
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what I am (if anybody), is not necessary to the fulfillment of that mission.

Eternal Lives -- Chapter 13
Since much of this chapter is repetition from previous chapters, I will only deal with some of the new points
which Dewey brings forth in this chapter.
You can read this chapter in its entirely on the Internet at http://www.freeread.com/archives/1560.html.

When one considers the doctrine of reincarnation his mind will naturally reflect not only on
who he may have been, but also others in history who have held high esteem in his eyes.
One may consider the good guys such as George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, Joseph Smith,
Brigham Young, and the bad guys such as Nero, Hitler, Boggs and others. One wonders what
other roles they played in history and even more interestingly -- are they here on the earth
again with us now?
But, JJ has taught in other places that it is not important who a person was before, because the focus is on their
current life and mission. He has also taught that for a person to claim that he was some great historical or
religious figure of the past is to invest himself with authority which he has not earned by virtue of his works or
his works in this lifetime.
The same could well be said of a person who makes or implies such claims for another. Unearned authorities are
created in a variety of ways: (1) A person sets him or herself up as an unearned authority, (2) One person sets up
another person as an unearned authority, (3) One person sets up a book, a set of writings, or a body of teachings
as an unearned authority.
It is well to have trusted teachers who have earned our respect and admiration, and whose teachings we give
extra weight by virtue of the fact that they have stirred our inner spirits, but to lay claim for oneself or another
of greatness in a former lifetime, is more than just a passing matter of interest. It is treading on very dangerous
ground and could cause an unsuspecting person with little knowledge, or with no soul contact to further take
upon themselves the mark of the beast.

No Man Knows My History
In revealing a few elementary mysteries Joseph said: "would to God I had forty days and
nights to tell it all." (DHC 6:313) A short time later in the same speech he said: "No man
knows my history. I cannot tell it. I shall never undertake it. I don't blame anyone for not
believing my history. If I had not experienced what I have, I would not have believed it
myself ... When I am called by the trump of the archangel and weighed in the balance, you
will all know me then. I add no more. God bless you all. Amen." (DHC 6:317)
This was a strange statement for the Prophet to make, for many were quite acquainted with
his history in that life He usually had a scribe at his side at all times just for the purpose of
keeping a historical record. There were quite a number of saints familiar with the
ministering of angels and visions that he experienced so the question naturally arises as to
what history he was referring to that he could not disclose? He also indicated that the saints
did not know him at that time, but would when the archangel would call him forth and
weigh him in the balance. Is it not obvious then that the history he was referring to was
before his birth?
This is indeed "a strange statement to make", because if he refuses to tell any man his history, how can we then
choose to believe or disbelieve it? As a reader of this statement, I cannot escape the impression that Joseph
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Smith is prejudging me at best, and perhaps aggrandizing himself at the expense of others' imaginations, at
worst. In either case, it is not the straightforward statement of fact that we have come to expect from Joseph.

This is indicated in another quote: "Would to God, brethren, I could tell you who I am! Would
to God I could tell you what I know! But you would want to call it blasphemy and want to
take my life." (Life of Heber C. Kimball, Page 333)
When one reads between the lines here it is obvious that Joseph Smith had a knowledge of
some of his past lives and was very hesitant to reveal them.
If one has to "read between the lines", then it is not obvious at all. If a thing is obvious, it literally leaps off the
page, so that one does not have to "read between the lines". Reader, please do not misinterpret what I am
saying here. I believe and truly know from personal experience that reincarnation is a true principle. I have no
doubt that I and Joseph Smith, and no doubt all of mankind has lived many lifetimes. My objection is with the
shaky presentation of the evidence here, which does not prove that Joseph Smith lived before, but tends rather
to establish him, and anyone who might come forth at a later time as posing as Joseph Smith, and therefore, as
an authority who is borrowing from past, not present, accomplishments.

Blessed with Eternal Life
The Lord, however, gave several hints in various revelations: "He shall be blessed unto
eternal life; and his name is Joseph." (D&C 18:8)
This is a huge error in taking a statement out of context. This cannot be overlooked. The full text reads:
"Wherefore, if he shall be diligent in keeping my commandments he shall be blessed unto eternal life; and his
name is Joseph." We must not overlook the fact that this is a conditional promise. One could argue that all of the
promises of God are conditional, and that this goes without saying. But, in a document whose whole focus is to
teach the doctrine of reincarnation, it is a neglect of duty not to take every opportunity to remind people that
these lifetimes are an ongoing school, and that we take our knowledge and our choices with us from one
lifetime to another, and that karma (the law of cause and effect) is at work, even in the life of Joseph Smith. We
must never give the impression that anybody "has it made", for none of us "has it made", and we must never
take this for granted, but always be "diligent", as Joseph was admonished so to be.

Also: "THOU ART JOSEPH, and wast called to do the work of the Lord." (D&C 3:9) Was the
Lord here identifying him in a dual manner, not only as Joseph Smith, but as a previous
Joseph such as the one who was sold into Egypt? Is this why Joseph of old, when prophesying
of the mission of Joseph Smith, wrote of him: "He shall be like unto me." (2 Nephi 3:15)
Or, perhaps a similar explanation applies here. In many of the revelations given to specific revelations in the
early part of the D&C, the Lord often calls the person by name: "thou art Joseph"; "thou art Hyrum"; "thou art
Oliver"; "thou art David". They could not all imply past-life identities. As the Zen master once said: "Sometimes a
tree is just a tree."
We must also take a look at the entire passage, and include the conditional part of the promise: "3:9. Behold,
thou art Joseph, and thou wast chosen to do the work of the Lord, but because of transgression, if thou art not
aware thou wilt fall."

His mother gives an interesting account of Joseph's early childhood that indicates that
Joseph had flashbacks to lives on the ancient American continent:
"During our evening conversations, Joseph would occasionally give us the most amusing
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recitals that could be imagined. He could describe the ancient inhabitants of this continent,
their dress, mode of traveling, and animals upon which they rode; their cities, their
buildings with every particular; their mode of warfare; and also their religious worship. This
he would do with as much ease, seemingly, AS IF HE HAD SPENT HIS WHOLE LIFE WITH
THEM." (Lucy Smith Biographical Sketches, Pg 85)
It is interesting that this occurred when he was a young boy before he ever met Moroni in
this life and before he was supposed to know anything about those ancient inhabitants. It
sounds as if he were merely recalling his past life experiences just as numerous young
people do today to an ever increasing degree.
It also sounds like he was spinning wild tales the truth of which nobody could verify. It is also
interesting to note that this book alluded to is not published nor sanctioned by the LDS Church. These
childhood recollections were not published until years after the death of Joseph Smith. Again, I do not
doubt the accuracy of the account, but I do have reason to doubt the accuracy of the interpretation.
What would be truly interesting is to have a few of the actual facts that Joseph taught about the
ancient American civilizations and to compare them with the archeological evidence.

Facts and Principles; Logic and Intuition
We shall try here to verify Joseph's past lives by some amount of reasoning process for we
realize that the reader cannot be expected to accept all that is written on intuition alone.
Intuition is a useful tool in the face of partial, incomplete, or conflicting data. However, to ignore obvious facts
when they are presented right before our eyes, or to take quotations out of context is not honest.
Whose intuition are we relying on here? The author's or the reader's? Per Dewey's other teachings, he has not
taught principles here; he has merely hinted at facts. Throughout his other writings, JJ Dewey draws a profound
importance of the difference between facts and principles. Principles can be verified through the Spirit. Facts,
(especially when all the facts are presented to the reader and the omitted because they disagree with the
author's private agenda) may or may not be true, but we are not to trust them unless we can also verify them
through the use of logic, reasoning, common sense, and the Spirit. My first reaction to reading some of these
"facts", and upon checking them out, and finding them to omit other important facts, is to call many of Dewey's
interpretations and conclusions into question.
We may use intuition or the higher impressions of the Soul in order to learn truths, but to do so, we must take
all the facts at our disposal, for to do less is to ignore the whole truth, and then to formulate a tentative
hypothesis, which we then verify using the Spirit, or the Soul, or god within. Without all the facts, we cannot
form a meaningful hypothesis, and the Spirit cannot verify truth when truth has been ignored or omitted.
The most obvious past life of Joseph Smith is that of Joseph who was sold into Egypt. Several years
before his death Joseph Smith prepared for himself an elaborate tomb and he insisted it be called:
"The tomb of JOSEPH, a descendant of Jacob." (DHC 5:127) He was indeed a descendant of Jacob,
for Jacob was once his father.
Why is this "obvious"? Where are the convincing facts? Not hints that we cannot verify through our own
intuition, but must extrapolate. Anyone whose Patriarchal Blessing pronounces them as a member of one of the
tribes of Israel is a literal descendant of Jacob, and as such, Jacob is our father, in the same sense that Abraham
and Noah and Adam are our fathers.
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...

Since we have an indication here that Joseph Smith was once ancient Joseph, Moses and
David one may ask how this could be so since Moses appeared to Joseph Smith. (See
D&C 110:11.) This is easily explained since Moses as a head of a dispensation could also be
represented as an office just as the Christ, Elijah and Elias are. For instance the one who
spoke to Nephi several hours before the birth of Christ identified himself as the savior, but it
could very well have been an angel representing Christ since his birth was a mere few hours
away.
I present another explanation based on the principles of offices and callings. Joseph Smith was called to fulfill
one of these offices. Could it be that many of the prophecies and pronouncements surround him, which JJ
alludes to here, could actually be references to the office (perhaps Moses, Elias, or Elijah) and not to the man?
And the prophecies will be fulfilled, not necessarily by Joseph Smith returning in a future lifetime, but by another
person fulfilling that same office and calling? Would it really make any difference, as long as the work is
accomplished?

Joseph is to reveal all the mysteries until the Lord comes: "And I have given unto him the
keys of the mystery of those things which have been sealed, even things which were from
the foundation of the world, AND THE THINGS WHICH SHALL COME FROM THIS TIME UNTIL
THE TIME OF MY COMING, if he abide in me." [(D&C 35:18) Also see DHC 2:32.]
Yet again, we are omitting an important proviso, given to Sydney Rigdon, upon which this promise is
conditioned, in the following verse (35:19). "Wherefore, watch over him that his faith fail not, and it shall be
given by the Comforter, the Holy Ghost, that knoweth all things."

There are several other indications of the past lives of Joseph Smith. For instance we have
established the indication that he was Joseph who was sold into Egypt. If this is so then the
scriptures also hint he was also Seth: "For he is a descendant of Seth (Joseph) and a
partaker of the blessings of the promise made unto his fathers." (D&C 96:7)
How do you "establish an indication"? What he has done is suggested a hint. There is a difference between
nailing a picture to the wall using a picture hanger, and temporarily fastening it with a straight pin, for the first
wind to rip the picture off the wall and send it crashing to the floor.

Moreover, the verse quoted above is speaking about John Johnson, not Joseph Smith. (D&C 96:6)
There are many of us who are descendents of Seth, including all the descendents of Abraham, which
includes all Jews, all others of the House of Israel, and all Arabs, to name but a few.
The prophet Daniel also received the promise: "But go your way to the end and rest, and
you shall arise to your destiny at the end of the age." (Dan 12:13; New English) Here we
have a strong indication that Daniel will be reborn at the end of the age to fulfill his destiny.
The prophet Joseph has been described as having the wisdom of Daniel. If not he then some
other entity will come forward to fulfill this prophesy.
Yes, this passage is a strong indication that Daniel will be reborn in some future age. It is similar to the promise
given to John in the Book of Revelations. It is beyond the scope of this article, but it might be an interesting
study for the reader to read and compare Daniel 12, Revelation 10, Ezekiel 9 and 10, 1 Nephi 14, and D&C 61.
You see the recurring theme of the man clothed in linen, with a writers' inkhorn by his side, standing beside the
waters with a little book in his hand, who is to return and prophesy before peoples, and nations, and tongues,
and kings.
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Eternal Lives -- Chapter 14

Prophets Who Live Again
Another entity who can be identified several times in the scriptures is Elijah. However, much
confusion has arisen over this name because Joseph Smith made a distinction between the
names Elias and Elijah calling them two separate offices and in
"Doctrine & Covenants" (D&C) 110 they even seem to appear as two separate personages.
Joseph has often been justifiably criticized for making this distinction for the New
Testament is written in Greek and every time this word (Elias) appears in the New
Testament it refers to the ancient prophet Elijah and none else for Elijah (Hebrew -ELIJAW) translates directly into the Greek Elias (Greek -- HELIAS). Non Mormon scholars
merely believe that Joseph forgot to check the original languages on these two words and
became confused as he created his doctrine, but such is surely not the case for he had a
reasonable grasp of both the Hebrew and the Greek and surely realized that these two words
were the same.
The answer is quite simple. There was a particular office that had no name as yet in the
English and he felt the name Elias was as good a name as any to call it. In explaining this he
said: "The Spirit of Elias is to prepare the way for a greater revelation of God, which is the
Priesthood of Elias or the Priesthood of Aaron." [Teachings Of The Prophet Joseph Smith,
(TOTPJS) Page 335] The next office he called Elijah. Concerning this he said: "Now for
Elijah. The Spirit, power, and calling of Elijah is, that ye have power to hold the key of the
revelations, ordinances, oracles, powers and endowments of the fullness of the Melchizedek
Priesthood and the Kingdom of God on the earth." (TOTPJS Pg. 337) Thus we see why
Joseph said: "There is a difference between the spirit and OFFICE of Elias and
Elijah...." (TOTPJS Pg. 335) One simply represents the Aaronic Priesthood and the other the
Melchizedek. Joseph said he represented the office of Elijah or Melchizedek. When
personages appear in the scriptures and are identified as Elias or Elijah (referring to modern
revelation) they represent one of those offices and not necessarily the person Elijah.
Similarly he also referred to the Christ or the Messiah as an office. (DHC 6:254) We have a
good example in the scriptures of someone besides Jesus identifying with this office of the
Messiah, none other than the Holy Ghost: "And in that day the Holy Ghost fell upon Adam,
which beareth record of the Father and the Son, saying (that is the Holy Ghost is saying:) I
am the Only Begotten of the Father from the beginning, henceforth and forever." (Moses 5:9)
Most do not believe the Holy Ghost and Jesus to be one and the same person so how else
could the Holy Ghost identify himself as Christ unless it is an office that can be attained and
delegated as Joseph indicated?
Here is some additional information about these three offices from Joseph Smith:
The spirit of Elias is first, Elijah second, and Messiah last. Elias is a forerunner to prepare the way, and the spirit and power of
Elijah is to come after, holding the keys of power, building the Temple to the capstone, placing the seals of the Melchizedek
Priesthood upon the house of Israel, and making all things ready; then Messiah comes to His Temple, which is last of all.
Messiah is above the spirit and power of Elijah, for He made the world, and was that spiritual rock unto Moses in the
wilderness. Elijah was to come and prepare the way and build up the kingdom before the coming of the great day of the Lord,
although the spirit of Elias might begin it. (DHC, 6:249-254)
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From a New Age perspective, another way to think of these three offices is their correspondence to the Seventh
Ray. Students of JJ are already somewhat familiar with this ray, which is a description of one of the attributes of
God, as creation is manifested. This quotation, and my comments that follow, have the most meaning for people
with both an LDS and a New Age background. I realize that for a person lacking either background, this might be
hard to understand, but what I am saying is everything that God does is accomplished through certain principles,
and the offices of Elias, Elijah, and Messiah are three principles of patterns which are found throughout creation.
There are several huge parables which sweep through the entire Bible. Every writer touches on them. One such
parable is the parable of the grapes being planted in the vineyard, and the harvest at the end of the world.
Another parable is the building up of the temple of God, through the phases of gathering the materials,
cementing the stones together, and building the structure up to the capstone, as Joseph Smith alluded to above.
From: http://www.freeread.com/archives/1616.html
The Question:
The Seventh Ray is called The Seventh Ray of Ceremonial Order or Magic.
What are the three sub-aspects?
Susan Carter writes:





Synthesis
Order
Magic

For those that don't like the word magic I would substitute Miracle.
These are all good answers and a case could be made for each of them. All of you used the word "order" and this is indeed the
core sub-aspect. When you look through the microscope at the cellular and molecular level and see order and arrangement
that puts anything we humans have created to shame, you are seeing the order of the Seventh Ray in all its glory.
This great order created by the Seventh Ray has created the miracle of birth and creation on the physical plane so we as
timeless entities can enter into time.
So, what are the other two aspects? Before the order can be created the various parts of the greater whole must be gathered,
or synthesized. Thus the word "synthesis" as picked by Susan is indeed appropriate. But it does involve mind or logic as
mentioned by Assaf and transmutation is involved as mentioned by Melva.
So you gather and synthesize to create order. . . then what?
Next the magic of greater life is produced. This is the magic of life as molecules and cells are synthesized into order, it is the
magic of the order of ceremony and it will be the magic of the future Molecular Relationships.
So the three core sub-aspects are Synthesis-Order-Magic. I cannot improve upon Susan's choice of words here. You are the first
to achieve that Susan and I think you deserve a gold star.

You could think of these are three offices representing the sub-rays of the seventh ray.
1. Elias - gathering, synthesis, restoring all things, all things (peoples, knowledge) shall be gathering into one.
Gathering and selecting the stones and other materials with which to construct the temple.
2. Elijah - ordering, organizing, setting in order, binding, sealing, turn the hearts of the children to the fathers,
plant in the hearts of the children the promises (binding covenants) made to the fathers. The actual building
process, beginning with the foundation of apostles and prophets (revelation), and sealing (cementing) the
stones in proper order up to the capstone.
3. Messiah - deliverer, endowment with spiritual knowledge which has not been previously been revealed. This
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is where the true "magic" happens. The capstone is placed on the top of the building. Spiritual life then
energizes the building as it begins to perform its true function.

Is John the Baptist the Historical Elijah?
The beginning of the belief that Elijah would come again is given in the familiar scripture:
"Behold, I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the great and dreadful day
of the Lord: And he shall turn the heart of the fathers to the children, and the heart of the
children to their fathers, lest I come and smite the earth with a curse." (Mal 4:5-6)
Malachi seems to speak of this messenger again in saying: "Behold, I will send my
messenger, and he will prepare the way before me: and the Lord whom ye seek, shall
suddenly come to his temple...." (Mal 3:1)
Ironically, both of these prophesies were fulfilled during one turn of the wheel by John the
Baptist.
In speaking of John the Baptist Jesus said: "But what went ye. out for to see? A prophet?
Yea, I say unto you, and more than a prophet. FOR THIS IS HE OF WHOM IT IS WRITTEN,
Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, which shall prepare thy way before thee...."
(Matt 11:9-10)
Thus we have positive identification that John the Baptist is the person (Elijah the prophet)
prophesied of in Malachi chapter three.
The Apostles were familiar with the prophesy of Elijah and there was much talk in Jerusalem
about the coming of Elijah before the appearance of the Messiah. Thus "his disciples asked
him saying, Why then say the scribes that Elias (Elijah) must first come? And Jesus answered
and said unto them, Elias truly shall first come and restore all things. (This refers to a future
coming) But I say unto you, that Elias is COME ALREADY, AND THEY KNEW HIM NOT, but have
done unto him whatsoever they listed. Likewise shall also the Son of man suffer of them.
Then the disciples understood that he spake unto them of John the Baptist." (Matt 17:10-13)
Clearly we see that the person identified as the fulfillment of the coming of Elijah was none
other than John the Baptist. So we have here definite proof that John was the messenger
talked about in both of the prophesies of Malachi.
However, the prophesies will be fulfilled twice for the Messiah will have yet another
appearance. Thus we can look for one or more appearances of one like Elijah in modern
times.
Instead of John the Baptist being the literal Elijah, another possibility is that John the Baptist came and fulfilled
the office of Elias, just as others will come in the latter days and fulfill the same office, without necessarily being
the historical Elijah. We must at least consider this as a possibility and not dismiss it out of hand.

Another prophecy which leads to the positive identification of John the Baptist as Elijah was
given directly by Moroni:
"Behold, I will reveal unto you the Priesthood, by the hand of Elijah THE PROPHET, before
the coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord." (D&C 2:1)
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Here we see that the priesthood would be revealed, not by someone occupying the position
of Elijah, as Joseph Smith did, but by Elijah the prophet himself. Moroni wanted to make this
clear so he specified "Elijah, the prophet." But who did reveal the priesthood? Amazingly the
first one to reveal the priesthood was none other than John the Baptist himself as related in
D&C 14!
If one accepts the scriptures the way they are written, then, there is no possible way to
deny that John the Baptist and Elijah the Prophet are one and the same.
This is D&C 2, not D&C 14.
Here is a "possible way". How did John the Baptist "reveal" the priesthood? The evidence presented here is that
John the Baptist conferred the priesthood upon Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery. However, if as you later
assert, Joseph was Peter in a previous lifetime, and John the Baptist was acting in authority under Peter, James,
and John, why did Joseph Smith need to receive or be ordained to authority which he already possessed? After
all, we read in D&C 128:20: "The voice of Peter, James, and John in the wilderness between Harmony,
Susquehanna county, and Colesville, Broome county, on the Susquehanna river, declaring themselves as
possessing the keys of the kingdom, and of the dispensation of the fullness of times!"
Why not simply declare that Joseph Smith held the keys of this dispensation? Why ordain him?
Or, better yet, why not reveal the Priesthood to Joseph Smith which he already possessed, or reveal to him that
he already possessed the priesthood. This is what Elijah was prophesied to do. Reveal the priesthood!
According to the historical record from both Joseph and Oliver, John the Baptist did not reveal the priesthood;
he conferred it. John the Baptist did not even reveal that there was such a thing as priesthood, or the need for
priesthood authority. These are concepts which are easily shown from the Bible. The Aaronic priesthood has
never been taken from the earth. Jews believe that they have possessed the Aaronic priesthood from the days
of Moses and Aaron. Even the Catholic Church has Deacons, Teachers, Priests, and Bishops -- offices in the
Aaronic Priesthood. Joseph Smith could have been ordained to this priesthood by any Jewish or Catholic rabbi or
priest. However, they would not have given him such authority because he was not a member of their
organization.
Therefore, in order for Joseph and Oliver to receive this authority, God had to send an angel to personally ordain
him to this priesthood, acting under the authority of Peter, James, and John.
Now, suppose that Peter, James, or John were actually to incarnate and continue in their work of the kingdom
today. Do you suppose that the Jews or the Catholics would ordain them? Do you suppose that the Mormons
would ordain them? Suppose that one of these entities were actually a member of the LDS church. They would
probably be excommunicated from the Church, and told that their priesthood authority, if they received such
from the church, would be stripped from them. How, then would they obtain the priesthood keys and authority
to continue their work in this lifetime?
The logical answer would be that it would be necessary to have it revealed to them, by somebody acting in the
office of Elijah to reveal to them who they were, and what they already possessed. It would also be necessary to
reveal to them or remind them how to function in such offices.
What John the Baptist did reveal was that through the priesthood, revelation was as possible today as it was in
ages past. Joseph Smith received many more revelations about the correct function and use of priesthood, and
about the principle of revelation itself, but this visit from John the Baptist was the start -- that is, if you don't
count the initial vision of the Father and the Son, and the many visits of Moroni.
Continuing on with verse 2 and 3 of D&C 2, what Elijah also do besides reveal the priesthood?
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2:2. "And he shall plant in the hearts of the children the promises made to the fathers, and the hearts of the
children shall turn to their fathers.
2:3. "If it were not so, the whole earth would be utterly wasted at his coming."
How, did John the Baptist accomplish that? The evidence presented here suggests that he did not. The evidence
presented here suggests that John the Baptist and Elijah were not necessarily the same individual.

It is interesting to compare the lives of John the Baptist and Elijah. There are a number of
fascinating similarities. For instance, they both lived in the wilderness a good part of their
lives. Their physical appearance was also amazingly alike. Concerning Elijah it is written:
"He was an hairy man, and girt with a girdle of leather about his loins." (2 Kings 1:8) Then of
John the Baptist it is written: "And the same John had his raiment of camel's hair, and a
leathern girdle about his loins." (Matt 3:4) Elijah was one of the greatest prophets of the
Old Testament and John was one of the greatest in the New Testament.
On the other hand, there is a difference which is also significant. Elijah displayed great
power and John did not. Elijah received great recognition but John dwindled in significance
because of the coming of one much greater than himself.
Elijah displayed great outward power, but John possessed great inward power and strength of spirit, which was
manifest through the power of his words and the depth of his consciousness. John prepared a body of disciples
who were ready for the coming of the Christ. He prepared a human molecule to surround and sustain the Christ,
as JJ teaches, something which no other human in history has been able to accomplish. He also recognized and
deferred to the greater teacher when he appeared on the scene, something else which no other human in
recorded history has done. Christ acknowledged John's power and authority by submitting to baptism from
John, and by calling his the greatest prophet ever born of woman. John possessed great spiritual vision in
recognizing and testifying of the Christ, hearing the voice of the Father speaking out of the heavens, and
recognizing and testifying of the descent of the Holy Spirit upon the Christ. In one brief moment, John held
communion with all three aspects of God: the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost. Few others can claim to have
had a similar experience.

John the Revelator
Another prophet who may have had numerous incarnations, or lives, was John the Revelator.
Peter, in wondering of the future of this man, said:
"And what shall this man do? Jesus saith unto him, If I will that he tarry till I come, what is
that to thee? Follow thou me. Then went this saying abroad among the brethren, that that
disciple should not die: yet JESUS SAID NOT UNTO HIM, he shall not die; but if I will that he
tarry till I come, what is that to thee?" (John 21:21-23)
Some people believe that John was translated so he would not suffer death, but John
himself wrote that Jesus did not promise him that he would not die, but indicated that his
will was that John should tarry until he would come. If, then, John did not have the
promise of deathlessness the only way he could tarry here on the earth until the Lord
comes is by a series of lives. Indeed, this is indicated in the prophesy that is written of him:
"And I took the little book out of the angel's hand, and ate it up; and it was in my mouth
sweet as honey: and as soon as I had eaten it, my belly was bitter. And he said unto me,
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THOU MUST PROPHESY AGAIN BEFORE MANY PEOPLES, AND NATIONS, AND TONGUES AND
KINGS." (Rev 10:10)
Have we heard any announcement over the news lately that John the Revelator has
prophesied to kings and is appearing in many different lands speaking in numerous
languages? No, we have not, nor will we; for when he fulfills this prophesy he will not be
known as John the Revelator, (unless such is revealed) but will be in a different identity
having a new name.
This principle is also born out in 3 Nephi, chapter 28, where three of the disciples of Jesus wished to
tarry on the earth until Christ's return. Jesus acknowledged their desire as the same as that of John the
Beloved. Since their wish was the same, we can logically conclude that it was granted in the same
manner. They were told that they were to remain "in the flesh", and were to be changed from
"mortality to immortality" in "the twinkling of an eye", when Christ returned in his glory. So, what does
it mean to live in mortal flesh? It means to die. And the only way they could remain on the earth was to
live through a series of mortal lives, just like John. To further understand this condition, contrast it with
the wish of the other American disciples, who, like Peter, wanted live out their normal life spans and
then to speedily come to Christ in his kingdom.
Another interesting thing to point out here is that even appearances of Peter, James and
John to Joseph and Oliver may be symbolic as indicated in the temples, by the appearance
of Peter, James, and John to Adam. We are clearly told there that this is symbolic. In other
words, three persons appeared to Adam representing the keys of the Priesthood, but were
probably not the entities, Peter, James, and John. It is possible that these three men were
on the earth as mortals, even at the time Joseph Smith received the Melchizedek
Priesthood.
The endowment ceremony is a dramatic PLAY. The most obvious, yet overlooked part of the endowment was
clearly understood by Shakespeare when he stated that all the world is a stage and all of humanity are actors,
playing out their respective roles.
Everything about the endowment ceremony is symbolic. Each character is acting out his or her office. We know
from advanced LDS teachings and from New Age thought that there were many "Adams"; many "Christs"; many
"adversaries. So, why not many who act in the offices or perform the functions normally associated with "Peter",
"James", and "John"? The function of persons acting in this office (apparently in a quorum or molecule of three)
would be to sent by the Father (the Ancient of Days), and the Christ (the great teacher of the human race), to
come down to earth, observe conditions generally, cast out Satan, teach the posterity of Adam, and prepare
them in all things that they might progress from one kingdom to another, and eventually return home to their
Father.
The entities Peter, James, and John appear throughout the ceremony and instruct the man Adam (who has
forgotten his true identity), and his wife Eve, and the rest of their posterity (all of humanity) how to progress
through the three degrees of glory, as JJ teaches "the three worlds of form". The three teachers lead humanity
through each of the three kingdoms. This symbolic play is actually taking place over thousands of years, not
within the lifetime of Joseph Smith.
If we can have the literal Joseph Smith returning lifetime after lifetime as various persons to assist in the
progress of mankind, yet serving in the same office, and if we can have Elijah doing the same, could we not also
have Peter, James, and John doing the same? You have already suggested that Peter and John may be doing this.
But I should point out that Peter and John were each granted the desire of their hearts by the Lord prior to his
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ascension. Peter asked that, following a full life and ministry, he might speedily come into the Kingdom to be
with Christ. But, John asked to remain on the earth. As JJ has suggested, John accomplished this through many
lifetimes. How could Peter fulfill a similar mission when his desire was to return quickly to the Kingdom?
And for this cause the Lord said unto Peter: If I will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee? For he desired of me that he
might bring souls unto me, but thou desiredst that thou mightest speedily come unto me in my kingdom.
I say unto thee, Peter, this was a good desire; but my beloved has undertaken a greater work...
Verily I say unto you, ye shall both have according to your desires, for ye both joy in that which ye have desired. (D&C 7:4-8)
(Quoting the verses as they appeared in the original Book of Commandments, not in the revised D&C.)

Therefore, John has undertaken "a greater work", than the work of Peter, by continuing his ministry among
mortals in the flesh, by returning over a series of many lifetimes.
Many New Testament scholars view the story in John, Chapter 21, as a prophesy about the future work and
ministry of Christ and the Twelve Apostles. In this story, seven of the disciples were fishing in a small boat
offshore. John spotted Christ standing on the shore, and Peter immediately jumped into the water and swam to
quickly be with the Lord. But, John and the rest of the disciples, remained on the boat, finished gathering in the
catch, then sailed ashore. The comparison is between catching the fish and being "fishers of men" and gathering
disciples of the Christ. John remained on task, while Peter returned to Christ. To his credit, however, when the
boat landed on the short, Peter assisted in bringing in the catch.

Oliver Cowdery was with Joseph when they were visited by John the Baptist and testified to
that event with boldness, but here is all he had to say about the restoration of the Higher
Priesthood:
"I was present with Joseph when an holy angel from God came down from heaven and
conferred on us, or restored, the lesser or Aaronic Priesthood, and said to us, at the same
time, that it should remain upon the earth while the earth stands. I was also present with
Joseph when the higher or Melchizedek Priesthood was conferred by THE HOLY ANGEL from
on high. This Priesthood, we then conferred on each other by the will and commandment of
God." (DHC Vol. 1 pg 40)
Notice that Oliver's words about this being who confirmed the higher priesthood. He calls
this person, "the holy angel" -- not Peter, James and John. Notice the word angel is singular.
Perhaps this being who confirmed the higher Priesthood was the same as gave them the
lower. Reread the above statement and you'll see that it appears he is talking about the
same angel. We are given no written record of the manner of this visitation.
What created the confusion is that the angel told them that he was acting under the same
authority as was held by Peter, James and John from ancient times.
Joseph intuited a confirmation of this Priesthood by sensing the presence of the Apostle
Peter, but even he was unaware at the time that he was communing with a memory and
thought form of his past where Jesus told him (as Peter) in a past life the following:
"And I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt bind
on earth shall be bound in heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed
in heaven." (Matt 16:19)
Joseph was given the same promise as was Peter because he was Peter. Here are two
references.
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1. "And the keys of the mysteries of the kingdom shall not be taken from my servant

Joseph Smith, Jun., through the means I have appointed, while he liveth, inasmuch as
he obeyeth mine ordinances." (D&C 64:5)
2. "Unto whom (speaking to Joseph) I have given the keys of the kingdom...." (D&C 81:2)
Again, why would it be necessary to confer this Priesthood upon Peter, if he already possessed it?
Here is the complete verse, including the portion which makes those keys less exclusive D&C 81:2." Unto whom I
have given the keys of the kingdom, which belong always unto the Presidency of the High Priesthood:"
Therefore, anyone who is a member of the Presidency of the High Priesthood can claim such keys. Such keys
were held anciently not only by Peter, but jointly by Pater, James, and John, who comprised the Presidency of
the High Priesthood in the early church following the death of Christ.
The idea that Peter reincarnated as Joseph Smith seems unlikely given the differences in the ministries of Peter
and John, as cited above. Peter wanted to quickly return be with Christ in his kingdom. John wanted to remain in
mortality and labor among men. We have already established the principle that God does not send an immortal
to do the work of a mortal. We are taught in D&C 7 that Peter and James are to assist John in this work, and
"minister for him". Perhaps, the three of them are working in concert, on both sides of the veil -- John in the
physical world, and Peter and James in the astral and mental worlds, laboring together, to bring about this work.
Something to speculate and think about.

More About Priesthood and Keys
Here are a few more teachings related to the priesthood and its keys. These are not part of JJ Dewey's series of
"Eternal Lives", but taken what JJ has written in his book, and the additional comments which I have added, that
should shed important and additional light on the words of Joseph Smith quoted below. These words aren't
often quoted in the LDS Church and are probably unfamiliar to most who are not students of Church history.
Most of the words quoted this entire document come from the mouth and pen of Joseph Smith. In all of these
revelations and statements, except for the conferral of the Aaronic Priesthood, we have no second witness, as is
required by scripture. In fact, Oliver Cowdery, who was the designated second witness, refused to support many
of the later doctrines taught by Joseph Smith, and because of this, Joseph Smith revoked the keys and blessings
given to Oliver. What is important to note is that a true Second Witness is not supposed to be a doormat or a
rubber stamp (we would call him a "yes man") to the First Witness. He is intended to be a trustworthy and
reliable supporting, yet independent witness. When the two witnesses are out of agreement, that is a sign that
one or both of them are wrong.
Joseph stated much of what has been quoted, with no second witness stating, that he possesses all these keys
forever and that they will never be taken from him. These words are quoted only in a context that seems to
imply that he possessed these keys exclusively. But if we take his words in their full context, we see that others
also possess these keys. If we are going to accept the word of Joseph Smith solely, then we must accept ALL of
his words, not just those which support our particular point of view.
While it has been stated in revelations to Joseph Smith that the keys will never be taken from him, the same
could well be said of Adam, Peter, James, and John, and others to whom these keys were given. As has been
shown, and as will be shown from further words of Joseph Smith, these keys are held jointly with the first
presidency, the twelve, and with all those who have received a dispensation of the Gospel in ages past.
Consider the following verse, which is used by many to claim the exclusive right of Joseph Smith, or the current
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sitting president of the LDS church to exercise the keys of the Priesthood.
"And verily I say unto you, that the conditions of this law are these: All covenants, contracts, bonds, obligations, oaths, vows,
performances, connections, associations, or expectations, that are not made and entered into and sealed by the Holy Spirit of
promise, of him who is anointed, both as well for time and for all eternity, and that too most holy, by revelation and
commandment through the medium of mine anointed, whom I have appointed on the earth to hold this power (and I have
appointed unto my servant Joseph to hold this power in the last days, and there is never but one on the earth at a time on
whom this power and the keys of this priesthood are conferred), are of no efficacy, virtue, or force in and after the
resurrection from the dead; for all contracts that are not made unto this end have an end when men are dead." (D&C 132:7)

This verse seems to contradict much of what I have quoted. But, most significantly, this contradicts a promise
given to Hyrum that he should hold the keys of the sealing power in the church.
"Verily I say unto you, I now give unto you the officers belonging to my Priesthood, that ye may hold the keys thereof, even
the Priesthood which is after the order of Melchizedek, which is after the order of mine Only Begotten Son.
"First, I give unto you Hyrum Smith to be a patriarch unto you, to hold the sealing blessings of my church, even the Holy Spirit
of promise, whereby ye are sealed up unto the day of redemption, that ye may not fall notwithstanding the hour of temptation
that may come upon you." (D&C 123:124)

I can't find any justification for this contradiction other than Joseph Smith changed his mind at some point. But
which view reflects his latest thinking? Section 124, according to the section headers in the D&C was given in
1841, whereas Section 132 was given in 1843. But, some historians believe that Section 132 was received much
earlier, but wasn't published until 1843. However, every other revelation on priesthood keys in the D&C
mentions the presidency and/or the twelve holding these keys in common.
In the past each man who received a dispensation of the Gospel held these keys, and each much return to the
earth, still possessing these keys, to assist in the final dispensation.
The keys enumerated in this verse 132 are very limited and specific. They consist of nothing more or less than
the authority to direct the use of the Sacred Sealing Power within the church. Within that framework, no man
can exercise that power nor confer it upon another without the knowledge and consent of he who holds those
specific and limited keys. Outside the church, and within the Kingdom of God, one may obtain the keys of the
Priesthood by obtaining the Voice of Jehovah (See TPJS p. 271 and below) , declaring to a person that he has a
portion of inheritance within the Kingdom, or in other words that his calling and election is made sure. Such a
person, then, possesses the keys and authority to act in any and all Priesthood offices and callings, in any
capacity from passing the Sacrament to receiving the oracles of God establishing the Kingdom of God on earth,
to commanding the elements and shutting up the heavens that it rain not upon the earth, but only when so
directed, not by his own personal whims or vanity, but when commanded to do so by the voice of God.
"But as many as received him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God, even to them that believe on his name:
Which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man, but of God." John 1:12-13
For whoso is faithful unto the obtaining these two priesthoods of which I have spoken, and the magnifying their calling, are
sanctified by the Spirit unto the renewing of their bodies.
They become the sons of Moses and of Aaron and the seed of Abraham, and the church and kingdom, and the elect of God.
And also all they who receive this priesthood receive me, saith the Lord;
For he that receiveth my servants receiveth me;
And he that receiveth me receiveth my Father; And he that receiveth my Father receiveth my Father's kingdom; therefore all
that my Father hath shall be given unto him.
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Note: Here he is speaking of those who receive "a fullness of the Father", not merely those who accept the Father as their God
and believe in Him. D&C 76:20, 56, 71; 93:4, 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, 27.
And this is according to the oath and covenant which belongeth to the priesthood.
Therefore, all those who receive the priesthood, receive this oath and covenant of my Father, which he cannot break, neither
can it be moved.
But whoso breaketh this covenant after he hath received it, and altogether turneth therefrom, shall not have forgiveness of sins
in this world nor in the world to come.
And wo unto all those who come not unto this priesthood which ye have received, which I now confirm upon you who are
present this day, by mine own voice out of the heavens; and even I have given the heavenly hosts and mine angels charge
concerning you.
And I now give unto you a commandment to beware concerning yourselves, to give diligent heed to the words of eternal life.
D&C 84:38-43

You really should read all the following verses, and ask yourself where is the church, or organization, or teacher
who is truly expounding these things? And why not? Do they even understand them? Has anybody today
received this Priesthood in this manner?
Do you still believe that there are only two orders of Priesthood: Aaronic and Melchizedek? This is what Joseph
Smith taught:
Three Orders of Priesthood
Respecting the Melchizedek Priesthood, the sectarians never professed to have it; consequently they never could save any one,
and would all be damned together. There was an Episcopal priest who said he had the priesthood of Aaron, but had not the
priesthood of Melchizedek and I bear testimony that I never have found the man who claimed the Priesthood of Melchizedek.
The power of the Melchizedek priesthood is to have the power of "endless lives;" for the everlasting covenant cannot be
broken.
Note: Joseph doesn't say that the sectarians never professed to have the Aaronic Priesthood. Neither did he say that the
sectarians didn't have a legitimate claim on such.
The law was given under Aaron for the purpose of pouring out judgments and destructions.
Why? Because they have failed to live up to the light and knowledge which they have received in not fulfilling the offices and
callings of the Priesthood of Aaron.
The sectarian world are going to hell by hundreds, by thousands and by millions.
There are three grand orders of priesthood referred to here.
1st. The King of Shiloam. (Salem) had power and authority over that of Abraham, holding the key and the power of endless
life. Angels desire to look into it, but they have set up too many stakes. God cursed the children of Israel because they would
not receive the last law from Moses.
The sacrifice required of Abraham in the offering up of Isaac, shows that if a man would attain to the keys of the kingdom of an
endless life; he must sacrifice all things. When God offers a blessing or knowledge to a man, and he refuses to receive it, he will
be damned. [not sent to an eternal punishment, but held back in his eternal progress]The Israelites prayed that God would
speak to Moses and not to them; in consequence of which he cursed them with a carnal law.
What was the power of Melchizedek? 'Twas not the Priesthood of Aaron which administers in outward ordinances, and the
offering of sacrifices. Those holding the fullness of the Melchizedek Priesthood are kings and priests of the Most High God,
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holding the keys of power and blessings. In fact, that priesthood is a perfect law of theocracy, and stands as God to give laws to
the people, administering endless lives to the sons and daughters of Adam.
Abraham says to Melchizedek, I believe all that thou hast taught me concerning the priesthood and the coming of the Son of
Man; so Melchizedek ordained Abraham and sent him away. Abraham rejoiced, saying, Now I have a priesthood.
Salvation could not come to the world without the mediation of Jesus Christ.
How shall God come to the rescue of this generation? He will send Elijah the prophet. The law revealed to Moses in Horeb
never was revealed to the children of Israel as a nation.
Elijah shall reveal the covenants to seal the hearts of the fathers to the children, and the children to the fathers.
The anointing and sealing is to be called, elected and made sure.
"Without father, without mother, without descent, having neither beginning of days nor end of life, but made like unto the Son
of God, abideth a priest continually." The Melchizedek Priesthood holds the right from the eternal God, and not by descent
from father and mother; and that priesthood is as eternal as God Himself, having neither beginning of days nor end of life.
The 2nd Priesthood is Patriarchal authority. Go to and finish the temple, and God will fill it with power, and you will then
receive more knowledge concerning this priesthood.
The 3rd is what is called the Levitical Priesthood, consisting of priests to administer in outward ordinance, made without an
oath; but the Priesthood of Melchizedek is by an oath and covenant.
The Holy Ghost is God's messenger to administer in all those priesthoods.
Jesus Christ is the heir of this Kingdom--the only begotten of the Father according to the flesh, and holds the keys over all this
world. DHC 5:554-555

Therefore, a man so ordained by the voice of God speaking out of the heavens is empowered to exercise these
keys within the Kingdom of God, when directed by revelation to do so.
Beware of any man claiming exclusive right for himself, or of a group of followers clamoring to ascribe these
exclusive rights to their beloved leader, for these gifts of God are available to all who seek for and obtain them
in the proper manner, according to the principles upon which they are given. Joseph Smith gave out this
principle concerning fellow workers in the church, but to apply the same principle to the work going on outside
the church, and in the Kingdom of God, if any man claims these keys exclusively for himself while all others are
out of the way, even if they are righteous and their works bear good fruit, know this that that man is on the high
road to apostasy, and will fear, and deny the Spirit which giveth utterance, and he will lose his gift, and become
as any other man. (TPJS pp. 156-7)
"I then called upon the quorums and congregation of Saints to acknowledge the Twelve Apostles, who were
present, as Prophets, Seers, Revelators, and special witnesses to all the nations of the earth, holding the keys of
the kingdom, to unlock it, or cause it to be done, among them, and uphold them by their prayers" (TPJS 109)
From JJ's post 1554 in which he expounds the Parable of the Talents as given in Luke, Chapter 19.
"A certain nobleman went into a far country to receive for himself a kingdom, and to return. And he called his ten servants, and
delivered them ten pounds, and said unto them, Occupy till I come. ..." Luke 19:12-27
"We can also see from this parable that one needs to understand reincarnation for a full understanding [of it], for the servants
of the Lord will toil in the world until the Lord comes and the patterns they set with their works will follow them from lifetime
to lifetime and eventually from world to world". http://www.freeread.com/archives/1554.html
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From this we can learn that what was said of Joseph Smith, a servant empowered with keys to labor in the Lord's
vineyard from one lifetime to the next, the same could be said of other servants as well.
Here some excerpts from the prophet's address to the Twelve, and other remarks as pertaining to Priesthood
and the Keys thereof.
The Prophet's Address to the Twelve
In the afternoon of Monday, July 2, 1839, the Prophet met with the Apostles and some of the Seventies who
were about to depart on their mission to Great Britain in fulfillment of the revelation of the Lord, and instructed
them. A synopsis of his remarks he placed in his journal and this is here reproduced in full as they are given in
History of the Church. In this discourse, he speaks about those who held keys in the past, laboring in the world
today. By all the reasoning that JJ has presented in his "Eternal Lives" book, quoted above, how could the
following take place unless these men reincarnated to continue their labors in the flesh?
The Priesthood was first given to Adam; he obtained the First Presidency, and held the keys of it from generation to generation.
He obtained it in the Creation, before the world was formed, as in Genesis 1:26, 27, 28. He had dominion given him over every
living creature. He is Michael the Archangel, spoken of in the Scriptures. Then to Noah, who is Gabriel: he stands next in
authority to Adam in the Priesthood; he was called of God to this office, and was the father of all living in this day, and to him
was given the dominion. These men held keys first on earth, and then in heaven.
The Priesthood is an everlasting principle, and existed with God from eternity, and will to eternity, without beginning of days or
end of years. The keys have to be brought from heaven whenever the Gospel is sent. When they are revealed from heaven, it
is by Adam's authority.
Daniel in his seventh chapter speaks of the Ancient of days; he means the oldest man, our Father Adam, Michael, he will call his
children together and hold a council with them to prepare them for the coming of the Son of Man. He (Adam) is the father of
the human family, and presides over the spirits of all men, and all that have had the keys must stand before him in this grand
council. This may take place before some of us leave this stage of action. The Son of Man stands before him, and there is given
him glory and dominion. Adam delivers up his stewardship to Christ, that which was delivered to him as holding the keys of the
universe, but retains his standing as head of the human family.
The spirit of man is not a created being; it existed from eternity, and will exist to eternity. Anything created cannot be eternal;
and earth, water, etc., had their existence in an elementary state, from eternity. Our Savior speaks of children and says, Their
angels always stand before my Father. The Father called all spirits before Him at the creation of man, and organized them. He
(Adam) is the head, and was told to multiply. The keys were first given to him, and by him to others. He will have to give an
account of his stewardship, and they to him.
The Priesthood is everlasting. The Savior, Moses, and Elias, gave the keys to Peter, James and John, on the mount, when they
were transfigured before him. The Priesthood is everlasting--without beginning of days or end of years; without father,
mother, etc. If there is no change of ordinances there is no change of Priesthood. Wherever the ordinances of the Gospel are
administered, there is the Priesthood.
How have we come at the Priesthood in the last days? It came down, down, in regular succession. Peter, James, and John had it
given to them and they gave it to others. Christ is the Great High Priest; Adam next. Paul speaks of the Church coming to an
innumerable company of angels--to God the Judge of all the spirits of just men made perfect; to Jesus the Mediator of the new
covenant. (Hebrews 12:22-24.)
I saw Adam in the valley of Adam-ondi-Ahman. He called together his children and blessed them with a patriarchal blessing. The
Lord appeared in their midst, and he (Adam) blessed them all, and foretold what should befall them to the latest generation.
This is why Adam blessed his posterity; he wanted to bring them into the presence of God. They looked for a city, etc.,
"whose builder and maker is God." (Hebrews 11:10.) Moses sought to bring the children of Israel into the presence of God,
through the power of the Priesthood, but he could not. In the first ages of the world they tried to establish the same thing; and
there were Eliases raised up who tried to restore these very glories, but did not obtain them; but they prophesied of a day
when this glory would be revealed. Paul spoke of the dispensation of the fullness of times, when God would gather together
all things in one, etc.; and those men to whom these keys have been given, will have to be there; and they without us cannot
be made perfect.
These men are in heaven, but their children are on the earth. Their bowels yearn over us. God sends down men for this
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reason. "And the Son of Man shall send forth His angels, and they shall gather out of His kingdom all things that give offense
and them that do iniquity." (Matthew 13:41.) All these authoritative characters will come down and join hand in hand in
bringing about this work.
The Kingdom of God is like a grain of mustard seed. The mustard seed is small, but brings forth a large tree, and the fowls lodge
in the branches. The fowls are the angels. Thus angels come down, [Note: an "angel" can also be a physical messenger.]
combine together to gather their children, and gather them. We cannot be made perfect without them, nor they without us;
when these things are done, the Son of Man will descend, the Ancient of Days sit; we may come to an innumerable company of
angels, have communion with and receive instruction from them. Paul told about Moses' proceedings; spoke of the children of
Israel being baptized. (1 Cor. 10:1-4.) He knew this, and that all the ordinances and blessings were in the Church. Paul had these
things, and we may have the fowls of heaven lodge in the branches, etc.
The "Horn" made war with the Saints and overcame them, until the Ancient of Days came; judgment was given to the Saints of
the Most High from the Ancient of Days; the time came that the Saints possessed the Kingdom. This not only makes us
ministers here, but in eternity. (TPJS pp. 155-159)

Beyond just knowing that such entities may be in our midst, how would one recognize one of them? Here are a
number of ways.


They will already understand and teach this principle, or accept it when it is taught to them.



They will most likely not be an authority figure within the hierarchy of any organized religion. Most
organized religions, which sincere in their beginnings, have evolved to the point there they and only
interested in preserving their organization and power. Such a person would not feel comfortable working
among those engaged in priestcrafts, or those who seek to set themselves up as lights and seek not the
welfare of Zion. (2 Ne. 26:29) No religious teacher in history has ever been able to successfully reform a
corrupt body from within. Moses lead the children of Israel through 40 years of purging while the old
generation died out. Jesus, Martin Luther, and Joseph Smith all had to work outside the boundaries of the
religions of their youth.



When the children of Israel were particularly disobedient, God instructed Moses to remove the sacred
Tabernacle from within their midst and to place it without the camp. In the 4th chapter of Leviticus, the
atonement for a sin committed in ignorance was to have a bullock sacrificed upon the altar to be burnt
without the camp. "For the bodies of those beasts, whose blood is brought into the sanctuary by the high
priest for sin, are burned without the camp. Wherefore Jesus also, that he might sanctify the people with
his own blood, suffered without the gate. Let us go forth therefore unto him without the camp, bearing
his reproach. For here have we no continuing city, but we seek one to come." ( Heb. 13:11-14) The
lesson taught here is that we need to look for Christ outside the "camp"; i.e. outside the established
religious hierarchy.



They will be working in concert with, rather than in discord against, other workers of light. The greatest
example in all history of this happening is the story of Jesus and John the Baptist.



If they teach or write publically, their words will stir the fires of the Spirit within those who are already
attuned to the Spirit and have, themselves, committed their all to bringing about Zion and the restoration
of all things. Their words will not appeal to the emotions and the minds of men, but to the spirit within.
Joseph Smith reminds us that
"Not every spirit, or vision, or singing, is of God. The devil is an orator; he is powerful; he took our Savior on to a pinnacle of the
Temple, and kept Him in the wilderness for forty days. The gift of discerning spirits will be given to the Presiding Elder. Pray for
him that he may have this gift. Speak not in the gift of tongues without understanding it, or without interpretation. The devil
can speak in tongues; the adversary will come with his work; he can tempt all classes; can speak in English or Dutch. Let no one
speak in tongues unless he interpret, except by the consent of the one who is placed to preside; then he may discern or
interpret, or another may. Let us seek for the glory of Abraham, Noah, Adam, the Apostles, who have communion with
[knowledge of] these things, and then we shall be among that number when Christ comes." (July 2, 1839.) (TPJC p. 162) DHC
3:383-392.
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Remarks On Priesthood At the Conference, October, 1840
Commencing with Adam, who was the first man, who is spoken of in Daniel as being the "Ancient of Days," or in other words,
the first and oldest of all, the great, grand progenitor of whom it is said in another place he is Michael, because he was the first
and father of all, not only by progeny, but the first to hold the spiritual blessings, to whom was made known the plan of
ordinances for the salvation of his posterity unto the end, and to whom Christ was first revealed, and through whom Christ has
been revealed from henceforth. Adam holds the keys of the dispensation of the fullness of times; i.e., the dispensation of all
the times have been and will be revealed through him from the beginning to Christ, and from Christ to the end of the
dispensations that are to be revealed. "Having made known unto us the mystery of His will, according to His good pleasure
which He that purposed in Himself; that in the dispensation of the fullness of times He might gather together in one all things in
Christ, both which are in heaven, and which are on earth; even in Him." (Ephesians 1:9-10.)
And again, God purposed in Himself that there should not be an eternal fullness until every dispensation should be fulfilled
and gathered together in one, and that all things whatsoever, that should be gathered together in one in those dispensations
unto the same fullness and eternal glory, should be in Christ Jesus; therefore He set the ordinances to be the same forever
and ever, and set Adam to watch over them, to reveal them from heaven to man, or to send angels to reveal them. "Are they
not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for them who shall be heirs of salvation?" (Hebrews 1:14.)
These angels are under the direction of Michael or Adam, who acts under the direction of the Lord. From the above quotation
we learn that Paul perfectly understood the purposes of God in relation to His connection with man, and that glorious and
perfect order which He established in Himself, whereby he sent forth power, revelations, and glory.
God will not acknowledge that which He has not called, ordained, and chosen. In the beginning God called Adam by His own
voice. "And the Lord called unto Adam and said unto him, Where art thou? And he said, I heard thy voice in the garden, and I
was afraid because I was naked, and hid myself." (See Genesis 3:9-10.) Adam received commandments and instructions from
God: this was the order from the beginning.
That he received revelations, commandments and ordinances at the beginning is beyond the power of controversy; else how
did they begin to offer sacrifices to God in an acceptable manner? And if they offered sacrifices they must be authorized by
ordination. We read Genesis 4:4, that Abel brought the firstlings of the flock and the fat thereof, and the Lord had respect to
Abel and to his offering. And, again, "By faith Abel offered unto God a more excellent sacrifice than Cain, by which he obtained
witness that he was righteous, God testifying of his gifts; and by it he being dead, yet speaketh." (Hebrews 11:4.) How doth he
yet speak? Why he magnified the Priesthood which was conferred upon him, and dies a righteous man, and therefore has
become an angel of God by receiving his body from the dead, holding still the keys of his dispensation; and was sent down from
heaven unto Paul to minister consoling words, and to commit unto him a knowledge of the mysteries of godliness.
And if this was not the case, I would ask, how did Paul know so much about Abel, and why should he talk about his speaking
after he was dead? Hence, that he spoke after he was dead must be by being sent down out of heaven to administer.
This, then, is the nature of the Priesthood; every man holding the Presidency of his dispensation, and one man holding the
Presidency of them all, even Adam; and Adam receiving his Presidency and authority from the Lord, but cannot receive a
fullness until Christ shall present the Kingdom to the Father, which shall be at the end of the last dispensation.
The next great, grand Patriarch [after Enoch] who held the keys of the Priesthood was Lamech. "And Lamech lived one hundred
and eighty-two years and begat a son, and he called his name Noah, saying, this same shall comfort us concerning our work and
the toil of our hands because of the ground which the Lord has cursed." (See Genesis 5:28-29.) The Priesthood continued from
Lamech to Noah: "And God said unto Noah, The end of all flesh is before me, for the earth is filled with violence through them
and behold I will destroy them with the earth." (Genesis 6:13.)

(The following is a key. This is how the greater priesthood with its keys is conferred. It is not given by man, or by
any church or organization. It is not conferred by any ordination or ordinance, but by the voice of Jehovah
speaking to the person out of the heavens.)
Thus we behold the keys of this Priesthood consisted in obtaining the voice of Jehovah that He talked with him [Noah] in a
familiar and friendly manner, that He continued to him the keys, the covenants, the power and the glory, with which He blessed
Adam at the beginning; and the offering of sacrifice, which also shall be continued at the last time; for all the ordinances and
duties that ever have been required by the Priesthood, under the directions and commandments of the Almighty in any of
the dispensations, shall all be had in the last dispensation, therefore all things had under the authority of the Priesthood at
any former period, shall be had again, bringing to pass the restoration spoken of by the mouth of all the Holy Prophets; then
shall the sons of Levi offer an acceptable offering to the Lord. "And he shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver; and he shall
purify the sons of Levi, and purge them as gold and silver, that they may offer unto the Lord." (See Malachi 3:3.) (TPJS pp. 167171)

Importance of Discernment and Revelation
A man must have the discerning of spirits, as we before stated, to understand these things, and how is he to obtain this gift if
there are no gifts of the Spirit? And how can these gifts be obtained without revelation? "Christ ascended into heaven, and
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gave gifts to men; and he gave some Apostles, and some Prophets, and some Evangelists, and some Pastors and Teachers." And
how were Apostles, Prophets, Pastors, Teachers and Evangelists chosen? By prophecy (revelation) and by laying on of hands--by
a divine communication, and a divinely appointed ordinance--through the medium of the Priesthood, organized according to
the order of God, by divine appointment. The Apostles in ancient times held the keys of this Priesthood--of the mysteries of
the Kingdom of God, and consequently were enabled to unlock and unravel all things pertaining to the government of the
Church, the welfare of society, the future destiny of men, and the agency, power and influence of spirits; for they could
control them at pleasure, bid them depart in the name of Jesus, and detect their mischievous and mysterious operations
when trying to palm themselves upon the Church in a religious garb, and militate against the interest of the Church and
spread truth. We read that they "cast out devils in the name of Jesus," and when a woman possessing the spirit of divination,
cried before Paul and Silas, "these are the servants of the Most High God that show unto us the way of salvation," ...

Or, as Adam correctly stated of Peter, James, and John in the Endowment Ceremony, these are true teachers,
sent from Father to lead us in the way of light and salvation.
... they detected the spirit. And although she spake favorably of them, Paul commanded the spirit come out of her, and saved
themselves from the opprobrium that might have been heaped upon their heads, through an alliance with her, in the
development of her wicked principles, which they certainly would have been charged with, if they had not rebuked the evil
spirit. (TPJS p. 206)

Keys to be given to the Church
"He [Joseph] spoke of delivering the keys of the Priesthood to the Church, and said that the faithful members of the Relief
Society should receive them with their husbands, that the Saints whose integrity has been tried and proved faithful, might
know how to ask the Lord and receive an answer; for according to his prayers, God had appointed him elsewhere.
"He exhorted the sisters always to concentrate their faith and prayers for, and place confidence in their husbands, whom God
has appointed for them to honor, and in those faithful men whom God has placed at the head of the Church to lead His people;
that we should arm and sustain them with our prayers; for the keys of the kingdom are about to be given to them, that they
may be able to detect everything false; as well as to all the Elders who shall prove their integrity in due season." (TPJS p. 226)

Keys, As Taught in the D&C
As a convenient reference, I have collected here every reference to keys given in the Doctrine & Covenants. It is
an interesting study to pick any word or topic and follow in chronologically through the D&C. Your
understanding will grow as the topic is unfolded, little by little, to the early saints. Here we deal with the single
word "keys".
27:9. And also Elijah, unto whom I have committed the keys of the power of turning the hearts of the fathers
to the children, and the hearts of the children to the fathers, that the whole earth may not be smitten with a
curse;
(We will see that Elijah likewise committed these keys to Joseph and Oliver.)
27:12. And also with Peter, and James, and John, whom I have sent unto you, by whom I have ordained you
and confirmed you to be apostles, and especial witnesses of my name, and bear the keys of your ministry and
of the same things which I revealed unto them;
(Peter, James, and John were sent to Joseph Smith, who received the same knowledge that was revealed to
them. Section 27 seems to indicate that Peter and Joseph Smith are not the same person.)
27:13. Unto whom I have committed the keys of my kingdom, and a dispensation of the gospel for the last
times; and for the fullness of times, in the which I will gather together in one all things, both which are in
heaven, and which are on earth;
28:7. For I have given him the keys of the mysteries, and the revelations which are sealed, until I shall appoint
unto them another in his stead.
35:18. And I have given unto him the keys of the mystery of those things which have been sealed, even things
which were from the foundation of the world, and the things which shall come from this time until the time of
my coming, if he abide in me, and if not, another will I plant in his stead.
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35:3. Behold, verily, verily, I say unto my servant Sidney, I have looked upon thee and thy works. I have heard
thy prayers, and prepared thee for a greater work.
35:4. Thou art blessed, for thou shalt do great things. Behold thou wast sent forth, even as John, to prepare the
way before me, and before Elijah which should come, and thou knewest it not.
(Does this mean that Sydney was John the Baptist? Also, the indication that John the Baptist was also sent to
prepare the way before Elijah, possibly indicating that they were not the same person.)
42:69. Lift up your hearts and rejoice, for unto you the kingdom, or in other words, the keys of the church have
been given. Even so. Amen.
64:1. Behold, thus saith the Lord your God unto you, O ye elders of my church, hearken ye and hear, and receive
my will concerning you. ...
64:4. I will be merciful unto you, for I have given unto you the kingdom.
64:5. And the keys of the mysteries of the kingdom shall not be taken from my servant Joseph Smith, Jun.,
through the means I have appointed, while he liveth, inasmuch as he obeyeth mine ordinances.
65:2. The keys of the kingdom of God are committed unto man on the earth, and from thence shall the gospel
roll forth unto the ends of the earth, as the stone which is cut out of the mountain without hands shall roll forth,
until it has filled the whole earth.
(This revelation was given before the appearance of Moses, Elias, and Elijah)
78:16. Who hath appointed Michael your prince, and established his feet, and set him upon high, and given unto
him the keys of salvation under the counsel and direction of the Holy One, who is without beginning of days or
end of life.
81:1. Verily, verily, I say unto you my servant Frederick G. Williams: Listen to the voice of him who speaketh, to
the word of the Lord your God, and hearken to the calling wherewith you are called, even to be a high priest in
my church, and a counselor unto my servant Joseph Smith, Jun.;
81:2. Unto whom I have given the keys of the kingdom, which belong always unto the Presidency of the High
Priesthood:
90:2. Therefore, thou art blessed from henceforth that bear the keys of the kingdom given unto you; which
kingdom is coming forth for the last time.
90:3. Verily I say unto you, the keys of this kingdom shall never be taken from you, while thou art in the world,
neither in the world to come;
90:4. Nevertheless, through you shall the oracles be given to another, yea, even unto the church.
90:6. And again, verily I say unto thy brethren, Sidney Rigdon and Frederick G. Williams, their sins are forgiven
them also, and they are accounted as equal with thee in holding the keys of this last kingdom;
97:14. That they may be perfected in the understanding of their ministry, in theory, in principle, and in doctrine,
in all things pertaining to the kingdom of God on the earth, the keys of which kingdom have been conferred
upon you.
110:11. After this vision closed, the heavens were again opened unto us; and Moses appeared before us, and
committed unto us the keys of the gathering of Israel from the four parts of the earth, and the leading of the ten
tribes from the land of the north.
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(Note: to commit is not the same thing as to give. A king or president may appoint a commission, but he retains
authority over that commission.)
110:12. After this, Elias appeared, and committed the dispensation of the gospel of Abraham, saying that in us
and our seed all generations after us should be blessed.
110:13. After this vision had closed, another great and glorious vision burst upon us; for Elijah the prophet, who
was taken to heaven without tasting death, stood before us, and said:
110:14. Behold, the time has fully come, which was spoken of by the mouth of Malachi--testifying that he
[Elijah] should be sent, before the great and dreadful day of the Lord come -(Note that on this occasion, April 1836, was when the time has "fully come" that Elijah should be sent. The time
has not fully come in May 1829 (nearly seven years earlier) when John the Baptist supposedly came as Elijah the
first time.)
110:15. To turn the hearts of the fathers to the children, and the children to the fathers, lest the whole earth be
smitten with a curse-110:16. Therefore, the keys of this dispensation are committed into your hands; and by this ye may know that
the great and dreadful day of the Lord is near, even at the doors.
112:15. Exalt not yourselves; rebel not against my servant Joseph; for verily I say unto you, I am with him, and
my hand shall be over him; and the keys which I have given unto him, and also to youward, shall not be taken
from him till I come.
112:16. Verily I say unto you, my servant Thomas, thou art the man whom I have chosen to hold the keys of
my kingdom, as pertaining to the Twelve, abroad among all nations-112:30. For unto you, the Twelve, and those, the First Presidency, who are appointed with you to be your
counselors and your leaders, is the power of this priesthood given, for the last days and for the last time, in
the which is the dispensation of the fullness of times.
112:31. Which power you hold, in connection with all those who have received a dispensation at any time
from the beginning of the creation;
112:32. For verily I say unto you, the keys of the dispensation, which ye have received, have come down from
the fathers, and last of all, being sent down from heaven unto you.
113:5. What is the root of Jesse spoken of in the 10th verse of the 11th chapter?
113:6. Behold, thus saith the Lord, it is a descendant of Jesse, as well as of Joseph, unto whom rightly belongs
the priesthood, and the keys of the kingdom, for an ensign, and for the gathering of my people in the last
days.
124:33. For verily I say unto you, that after you have had sufficient time to build a house to me, wherein the
ordinance of baptizing for the dead belongeth, and for which the same was instituted from before the
foundation of the world, your baptisms for your dead cannot be acceptable unto me;
124:34. For therein are the keys of the holy priesthood ordained, that you may receive honor and glory.
124:123. Verily I say unto you, I now give unto you the officers belonging to my Priesthood, that ye may hold
the keys thereof, even the Priesthood which is after the order of Melchizedek, which is after the order of mine
Only Begotten Son.
124:124. First, I give unto you Hyrum Smith to be a patriarch unto you, to hold the sealing blessings of my
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church, even the Holy Spirit of promise, whereby ye are sealed up unto the day of redemption, that ye may not
fall notwithstanding the hour of temptation that may come upon you.
124:125. I give unto you my servant Joseph to be a presiding elder over all my church, to be a translator, a
revelator, a seer, and prophet.
124:126. I give unto him for counselors my servant Sidney Rigdon and my servant William Law, that these may
constitute a quorum and First Presidency, to receive the oracles for the whole church.
124:127. I give unto you my servant Brigham Young to be a president over the Twelve traveling council;
124:128. Which Twelve hold the keys to open up the authority of my kingdom upon the four corners of the
earth, and after that to send my word to every creature.
128:10. And again, for the precedent, Matthew 16:18, 19: And I say also unto thee, That thou art Peter, and
upon this rock I will build my church; and the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. And I will give unto thee
the keys of the kingdom of heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt bind on earth shall be bound in heaven; and
whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.
(If one looks past the conventional, Catholic interpretation of this scripture, which is taught by all religious
hierarchies today, this is what Christ was really saying:
Flesh and blood hath not revealed this to thee (Peter), but my father which is in heaven. Behold, this is the true
spirit of revelation, and whosoever is possessed of it and receiveth of a fullness of the Father, who revealeth the
Son, the same shall come to possess the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and whatsoever he shall bind on earth
shall be bound in heaven; and whatsoever he shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven. Behold, this is the
rock upon which I will build my church, and those who seek to take upon themselves my Name, shall gather unto
it. And the gates of hell shall not prevail against them. Or, in other words, the gates of hell shall no longer hold
them captives of darkness and ignorance.)
128:11. Now the great and grand secret of the whole matter, and the summum bonum of the whole subject that
is lying before us, consists in obtaining the powers of the Holy Priesthood. For him to whom these keys are
given there is no difficulty in obtaining a knowledge of facts in relation to the salvation of the children of men,
both as well for the dead as for the living.
128:14. Howbeit that was not first which is spiritual, but that which is natural; and afterward that which is
spiritual. The first man is of the earth, earthy; the second man is the Lord from heaven. As is the earthy, such are
they also that are earthy; and as is the heavenly, such are they also that are heavenly. And as are the records on
the earth in relation to your dead, which are truly made out, so also are the records in heaven. This, therefore,
is the sealing and binding power, and, in one sense of the word, the keys of the kingdom, which consist in the
key of knowledge.
128:18. I might have rendered a plainer translation to this, but it is sufficiently plain to suit my purpose as it
stands. It is sufficient to know, in this case, that the earth will be smitten with a curse unless there is a welding
link of some kind or other between the fathers and the children, upon some subject or other--and behold what
is that subject? It is the baptism for the dead. For we without them cannot be made perfect; neither can they
without us be made perfect. Neither can they nor we be made perfect without those who have died in the
gospel also; for it is necessary in the ushering in of the dispensation of the fullness of times, which dispensation
is now beginning to usher in, that a whole and complete and perfect union, and welding together of
dispensations, and keys, and powers, and glories should take place, and be revealed from the days of Adam even
to the present time. And not only this, but those things which never have been revealed from the foundation of
the world, but have been kept hid from the wise and prudent, shall be revealed unto babes and sucklings in this,
the dispensation of the fullness of times.
128:20. And again, what do we hear? Glad tidings from Cumorah! Moroni, an angel from heaven, declaring the
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fulfillment of the prophets--the book to be revealed. A voice of the Lord in the wilderness of Fayette, Seneca
county, declaring the three witnesses to bear record of the book! The voice of Michael on the banks of the
Susquehanna, detecting the devil when he appeared as an angel of light! The voice of Peter, James, and John in
the wilderness between Harmony, Susquehanna county, and Colesville, Broome county, on the Susquehanna
river, declaring themselves as possessing the keys of the kingdom, and of the dispensation of the fullness of
times!
128:21. And again, the voice of God in the chamber of old Father Whitmer, in Fayette, Seneca county, and at
sundry times, and in divers places through all the travels and tribulations of this Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints! And the voice of Michael, the archangel; the voice of Gabriel, and of Raphael, and of divers angels,
from Michael or Adam down to the present time, all declaring their dispensation, their rights, their keys, their
honors, their majesty and glory, and the power of their priesthood; giving line upon line, precept upon
precept; here a little, and there a little; giving us consolation by holding forth that which is to come,
confirming our hope!

Epilogue
It takes a special vision to see the grand scope of the Restoration of All things as foretold by the ancient
prophets, or stated another way, the grand scope of the ushering in of a new age of peace and enlightenment.
One must look beyond the narrow confines of organized religion or confines of what passes for New Age
"thought". It takes personal revelation or "soul contact" to capture in our own minds the vision seen by men in
the past like Adam, Enoch, Isaiah, John, or Joseph Smith. They undoubtedly saw our day and the possibilities
which lie before us. They long to be part of this culminating work and work "hand in hand" to assist us in
bringing it to pass.
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